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XVv^
Report of the Secretary-General to the

Security Council concerning the

\f\ Cj r\ n tJ^ ., situation in Cyprus

1. In my report to the Security Council of 13 January 1964

(S/5514)j concerning the situation in Cyprus, it was indicated in

paragraph 10 that the Representative of Cyprus had questioned whether

the sending of a Special Representative for a preliminary mission

would meet the request made by his Government for a Personal

Representative to be sent to Cyprus urgently as an Observer for a

three month period and, therefore, whether such a mission should be

undertaken. This position of the Government of Cyprus was confirmed

in a communication off13 December/from the Permanent Representative of
J .) IV'slJtfiẐ '

Cyprus to the United Nations. In his communication, the Representative

of Cyprus renewed his request for the earliest dispatch of a Personal

Representative for Cyprus, without the delay which, in his opinion,

the preliminary mission would create.

2. On 14 January, I was also informed that the Foreign Ministers of

Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom were, urging me to reconsider my

intentions as explained in my above.report to the Security Council of

13 January (S/5514)» and to nominate a Representative to proceed to

Cyprus, forthwith, on the basis of the terms of reference accepted by

the Government of Cyprus and by the other interested Governments.

3. In considering the renewed and insistent request from the Government

of Cyprus, I have taken into account the information which was given

to me by the Representative of Cyprus regarding the increasing
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seriousness of the situation in toe country. I have had in mind also

the fact that the Governments of Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom

share in this concern, and that they have expressed the same conviction

as the Representative of Cyprus that the early dispatch of a Personal

Representative of the Secretary-General of the United Nations as an

Observer could contribute to the lessening of tension in the country.

4. I$y a communication of 15 January, the Permanent Representative of

Cyprus to the United Nations has confirmed, on behalf of his Government,

that "all the costs involved in connexion with the request made "by my

Government for the sending of Your Excellency's personal representative

to Cyprus as a United Nations observer for the period of three months,

and under the terms of reference given in my letter of 9 January, will

be borne by my Government." He has also stated that "my Government's

responsibility will cover the estimated level of costs that will be

provided to Tour Excellency by the aforesaid United Nations observer."

5. After further consideration of the points of view expressed by the

Government of Cyprus and by the other interested Governments, and,

having received the above clarification of the Government of Cyprus
i*

concerning the financial aspects of tkeffr request, I have decided to

designate Lieutenant General P. S. Gyani as my Personal Representative

and to send him to Cyprus to observe the progress of the peace-making

operation for an initial period extending to the end of February 1964«
e.s.

Within this period, Lieutenant General. Gyani will report to me on how

the United Nations Observer could function and be most effective in

fulfilling the task as outlined in the request made by the Government
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of Cyprus and agreed to by the Governments of Greece, Turkey

and the United Kingdom.

By a communication of 16 January 1.96k, the Government of

Cyprus has indicated its agreement with these arrangements and

I have therefore instructed Lieutenant-General P. S. Gyani to

depart for Cyprus on 17 January I$6k.

6. In connexion with the above request of the Government of

Cyprus, and in response to an invitation from all the Governments

participating in the Conference on Cyprus, meeting g£Hs&e&±$ in
M*

London, which has been transmitted to me by the Permanent

Representative of the United Kingdom to the United Nations, I

have asked Jose Rolz-Bennett, Deputy Chef de Cabinet, to go to

London.

The purpose of this trip is to consult with the Foreign

Ministers of Cyprus, Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom on

the request made by the Government of Cyprus, in conjunction with

the Governments of Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom, for a

Personal Representative of the Secretary-General to be sent to

Cyprus to observe the progress of the peace-making operation in

that country. Q iĵ -—

Mr. Rolz-Bennett will loavo for London on 16 January and will

return immediately after the completion of his task.



Co}., ;>.,. 1. . or. t-ry-G

PAPER so.i
14 February 1964

MOtE ON AH PIAH OF APPROACH TO THE SITUAT10M

IH GXIfOJS

1. Pla& to a.j and
'' '' " ''' ~

Ifc is eeatesiplated that theirs w,y be brought to the attention of the Security

Council th© following plsa, having been previously agreed upon by Cyprus, Greece,

Turkey and the United

(1) A force, the ccsaposltioti and si&e of whieh will have bsetn agreed upon

by the Govsô isieat of Cyprus and by the thre© other aforesaid Governsuents will be

sfeatioaeci in Cyprus j

(2) The doamandsr of th® force ndll be designated by the Secretary-general

in agreement with the GrOvemaeHts providixig contingents to the forces j

(3) The fora© will have s.® a function the preservation of international

and security and to that end will use its best efforts inter

(a) to prevent a recurrence of inter-eoEsaoaal fighting and when

aeeeassary to maintain aad restore order j

(b) to help to create conditions whereby inter-ccHwaunal teasion

reduced and the normal life of th« people can be resumed j

(4) Th© eofflBfinder of the forse, who win be responsible to the Seeretary-

Geaeral, will report to him and he in turn id.ll keep the Goveraaeats concerned

fully inforjseslj

(5) The stationing of the force •will be for a period not exceeding three months j

(6) AH costs pertaining to the fores will be set b̂ r Govermaeirfcs in a aamier to

be agreed «poa by the Governments providing contingents.
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B.

(1) A mediator will b& designated by the Secretary-General in agreement

with the four (ksvmiiaeats j

(2) The taedimtor will us© his good offices with the four Govern: isnts and,

where appropriate , with representatives of the local ecgnsjanities for the purpose

of promoting a peaceful solution oi* tha difficulties no&- besetting Cyprus,

having In sind the weUbeing of all the inhabitants of Cyprus and the preservation

of iatersmtional peace ajid 0eouritgr»

(3) T'he aiec.iatoi» will report to the Soerst&ry-Genjeral periodically on his

efforts and fee ia turn will keep the Goirernsieats fully inforsssd;

Th© 3f«s!meration ase! e>^sense of the ;aediator a-M his staff will be

by the four

Upon receipt of the above aeationed plan the Security Council iirauld adopt

whieh

(2) Callj.î cg| all Heiaber States to respect the independence and territorial

integrity of Cyprus;
SJ1 ad^isoiT iroliP of three to be composed of the £o Hewing iu©i;ibers

of the Security CcBiBcil, . .......... ,*..» . .*>.. .* ...... ., .* ..... ..,.„...,

h will fee consulted by the Secretary-General on Batters pertinent to this



The Security Council

Noting that the present situation in Cyprus io

likely to threaten international peace and security and may

further deteriorate unless effective measures are proaptly

taken to maintain peace and to seek out a durable solution;

Mindful that under the Charter of the United

Nations it is the duty of all Member States to respect the

independence, territorial integrity and security of any Member

State;

Recalling that Greece, Turkey and the United

Kingdom undertook to recognize and guarantee the independence,

territorial integrity and security of the Republic of Cyprus

and also the state of affairs established by the Basic ArtieIts

of its Constitution;



The Security Council.

Noting that the present situation in Cyprua ia

likely to threaten international peae® and a@curity and

s&ay further deteriorate unless effective measures are

promptly tak®n to maintain p@ac@ and to s©«k out a d&rable

solution;

Bearing in mind the duty of all Member States to

respect, in accordance with the Charter of th® United Nations,

the independence, territorial integrity and @®eurity of

Cyprus, and to refrain frois th@ threat or use of fore® in

respect to Cyprus;

Recalling that the establishment of th® §®publi@

of Cyprus0 in accordance wi%& the Basic Articles ®f it®

Constitution, v/as recognized and confined by tha Treaty

Guarantee signed at Nicosia on August 16, I960;



No tine that the present' situation in Cyprus

is likely to ' hr eaten international peace ar.d security

and may further deteriorate unless effective measures

are promptly taker to maintain pt*ace and to seek out a

durable solution;

Having ir mind that It is the duty of the

Security Council to t a k e action to prevent that this

situation wight become a threat, u» international peace

and security;



1. Appeals to all Member States to refrain fr©a

any action likely to worsen relations between th® communities

in Cyprus;

2. Asks the Government of Cyprus, which has the

responsibility for the maintenance and restoration of law

and order, to take all additional measures necessary to atop

violence and bloodshed in Cyprus;

3. Calls upon the two communities of Cyprus and

their leaders to act with the utmost restraint;

4. Re canine nd s the establishment of a peace-keeping

force in Cyprus, the composition, size and command of which

shall be determined by the Secretary General. The commander

of the force will report to the Secretary General, who shall

keep the Governments providing the force fully inforaed as

well as the Security Council, to which the Secretary General

shall periodically report;



5. necommends that the stationing of the force

shall be for a period not exceeding three months, all costs

pertaining to it. being met,, in a manner to be agreed upon

by them, by the Governments providing contingents;

6. Further recommends that the Secretary General

designate, in agreement with the Government of Cyprus and the

Governments of Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom, a

Mediator, who shall use his good offices, as appropriate,

with the representatives of the local communities and also

with the aforesaid four Governments, for the purpose of

promoting a peaceful solution and an agreed settlement of the

problem confronting Cyprus, having in mind the well-being of

the people of Cyprus as a whole and the preservation of

international peace and security. The Mediator shall report

periodically to the Secretary General on his efforts;

7. Authorizes the secretary General to provide,

from funds of the United Nations, as appropriate, for the

remuneration and expenses of the Mediator and his staff.



CONFIDENTIAL

The Security Council,

Noting with concern that relations between the Greek and Turkish Cypriot

communities in the Republic of Cyprus, which are established and regulated

by the basic articles of its Constitution, have continued to deteriorate,

and conflict between the communities has increased greatly,

Recalling that under the Treaty of Guarantee concluded at Nicosia on

August 16, 1960, the Guarantor Powers recognize and guarantee the independence,,

territorial integrity and security of the Republic of Cyprus and also the

provisions of the basic articles of its Constitution, and each power

reserves its right in the event of a breach of the provisions of the

treaty, to take action with the sole aim of re-establishing the state of

affairs created by the Treaty,

Noting that the United Kingdom, Greece and Turkey were requested by

the Government of Cyprus on December 26, 1963? to assist in the restoration

of peace in Cyprus, and that Greece and Turkey, as guarantor powers, have

placed their forces on the Island under British command for this purpose,

Noting also that in response to an invitation from the Government of

Cyprus and the three Guarantor Powers, the Secretary-General of the United

Nations designated a personal representative to observe the progress of

peacekeeping operations on the Island,

Having heard the Report of the Secretary-General,

Noting further that the United Kingdom, in consultation with the other

Guarantor Powers has consulted the Government of Cyprus and the two

communities and other governments about the need to associate other states
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in international peacekeeping operations on the Island, and that the need

for an international peacekeeping force has "been accepted "by the Government

of Cyprus and the two communities, as well as by each of the Guarantor Powers,

Noting with regret that these consultations have, nevertheless, not yet

produced an acceptable peacekeeping arrangement,

1. Calls upon the (Government of Cyprus) (the leaders of the two communities)

to take all possible measures to avoid further bloodshed and calls upon the two

communities on the Island to act with the utmost restraint,

2. Appeals to all states and authorities concerned to refrain from

any action likely to worsen relations between the two communities pending

agreement on measures to preserve the peace on the Island,

3. Calls upon the Government of Cyprus in accordance with its conditutional

provisions and the Guarantor Powers, in consultation with the Secretary-General,

to secure the establishment of an effective peacekeeping force at the earliest

possible moment,

k. Calls upon other members of the United Nations to cooperate as

appropriate, (with the Government of Cyprus and the Guarantor Powers) (with

all concerned) in this endeavour,

5. Further requests the Government of Cyprus and the Guarantor Powers, and

the two communities in consultation with the Secretary-General, to designate an

impartial mediator to assist them in achieving an agreed settlement,

6. Calls upon all States and authorities concerned to respect the

independence, territorial integrity and security of the Republic of Cyprus

in accordance with the Treaty of Guarantee, and as established and regulated

by the basic articles of the Constitution of the Republic of Cyprus.



CONFIDENTIAL

DRAFT RESOLUTION (1)

18 February 1964

The Security Council,

Considering ~ohe gravity of the situation in Cyprus,

Moting with concern that relations between the Greek and Turkish communities

in the Republic of Cyprus, which are established and regulated by the basic

articles of its Constitution, have continued to deteriorate, and conflict between

the communities has increased greatly,

Noting that the United Kingdom, Greece and Turkey, as guarantor Powers

under the Treaty of Guarantee concluded at Nicosia on 16 August I960, were

requested by the Government of Cyprus, on 26 December 1963, to assist in the

restoration of peace in Cyprus, and that Greece and '."urkey have placed their

forces on the Island under British command for this purpose,

Noting also that in response to an invitati on from the Government of Cyprus

and the three guarantor Powers, the Secretary-General of the United Nations

designated a personal representative on 1? January 1964 to observe the progress

of peacekeeping operations on the Island,

Noting further that the United Kingdom, in consultation with the other

guarantor Powers has consulted the Government of Cyprus and the two communities

and other governments about the need to associate other states in peacekeeping

operations on the Island, and that the need for a peacekeeping force has been

accepted by the Government of Cyprus and the two communities, as well as by each

of the guarantor Powers, but that these consultations have not, produced an

acceptable peacekeeping arrangement,
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Concerned that the present situation, which threatens international peace

and security, may further deteriorate unless effective measures are promptly

taken to prevent violence and bloodshed and to seek out a durable solution,

1. Calls upon the Government of Cyprus to take all possible measures

to avoid further bloodshed and calls upon the two communities on the Island

and taeir leaders to act with the utmost restraint,

2. Appeals to all Member States to refrain from any action likely to

worsen relations between the two communities pending agreement on measures

to preserve the peace on the Island and on achieving a lasting solution,

3. Calls upon all Member States to respect the independence, territorial

integrity and security of Cyprus,

4.. Recommends that:

(1) A force be stationed in Cyprus, the composition and size of

which will have been agreed upon by the Government of Cyprus and by

the three guarantor Governments;

(2) The commander of the force be designated by the Secretary-

General in agreement with the Governments providing contingents to

the force;

(3) The force have as a function the preservation of international

peace and security and to that end use its best efforts inter alia;

(a) to prevent a recurrence of inter-communal fighting and

when necessary to maintain and restore order;

(b.) to help to create conditions whereby inter-communal tension

will be reduced and the normal life of the people can be resumed;
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(4) The commander of the force be responsible to the Secretary-

General and report to him and that the Secretary-General in turn

keep the Governments providing contingents to the force fully

informed;

(5) The stationing of the force be for a period not exceeding

three months;

(6) All costs pertaining to the force oe met by Governments

in a manner to be agreed upon by the Governments providing contingents.

5. Further recommends that:

(1) An impartial mediator be designated by the Secretary-General

in agreement with the Government of Cyprus, and the Governments of

Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom;

(2) The mediator use his good offices with the aforesaid four

Governments and^ where appropriate, with representatives of the local

communities for the purpose of promoting a peaceful solution and an

agreed settlement of the difficulties now besetting Cyprus, having in

mind the well-being of all the inhabitants of Cyprus and the preservation

of international peace and security;

(3) The mediator report to the Secretary-General periodically on

his efforts and he in turn will keep the aforesaid four Governments

fully informed;

(4) The remuneration and expenses of the mediator and his staff

be provided by the aforesaid four Governments.

6. Appoints an advisory group of three to be composed of the following

members of the Security Council, ...., , ,

which will be consulted by the Secretary-General on matters pertinent to this

resolution.



Copy No 1 : Secretary-General

CONFIDENTIAL

DRAFT RESOLUTION (1) A and B

18 February 1964

A.

The Security Council,

Considering the gravity of the situation in Cyprus,

Noting with concern that relations between the Greek and i'uricish communities

in the Repuolic of Cyprus, which are established and regulated oy the basic

articles of its Constitution, have continued to deteriorate, and conflict between

the communities has increased greatly^

Concerned that the present situation, which threatens international peace

and security, may further deteriorate unless effective measures are promptly

taken to prevent violence and bloodshed and to seek out a durable solution,

I* Calls upon the Government of Cyprus to take all possible :aeasures to

avoid further bloodshed and calls upon the two communities on tue island and

their leaders to act with the utmost restraint,

2. Appeals to all Member States to refrain from any action likely to worsen

relations between the two c oramuriities pending agreement on ;.,easures to preserve

the peace on the Island and on achieving a lasting solution,

3. Galls upon all Member States to respect the independence, territorial

integrity and security of Cyprus,

'4. Recommends that:

(1) An impartial mediator be designated by the Secretary-General

in agreement with the Government of Cyprus, ?..nd the Governments of Greece,

Turkey and the United Kingdom;

(2) The mediator use his good offices with the aforesaid four

Governments and, where appropriate, with representatives cf the local

communities for the purpose of promoting a peaceful solution £,nd an
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agreed settlement of the difficulties now besetting Cyprus, having in

iiiind the well-join^ of all the inhabitants of Cyprus i-inu the preserv;:.tion

of international peace and ;ecurity;

(3) The mediator report to the Secretary-General periodically on his

efforts and he in turn will keep the aforesaid four Governments fully informed;

(4) The remuneration and expenses of the mediator and his staff be

provided by the aforesaid four Governments.



B.

The Security Council,

Recalling that in part A of the present resolution it inter alia

expressed its concern that the present situation in Cyprus, which threatens

international peace and security, may further deteriorate unless effective

measures are promptly taken to prevent violence and bloodshed and to seek

out a durable solution,

Noting that the United Kingdom, Greece and Turkey, as guarantor Pov/ers

under the Treaty of Guarantee concluded at Nicosia on 16 August I960, were

requested by the Government of Cyprus, on 26 December 1963, to assist in

the restoration of peace in Cyprus, and that Greece and Turkey have placed

their forces on the Island under British command for this purpose,

Hot ing,' also that in response to an invitation from the Government of

Cyprus and the three guarantor Powers, the Secretary-General of the United

Nations designated a personal representative to observe the progress of

peacekeeping operations on the Island,

Noting further that the United Kingdom, in consultation with the

other guarantor Powers has consulted the Government of Cyprus and the two

communities and other governments about the need to associate other States

in peacekeeping operations on the Island, and that the need for a peace-

keeping force has been accepted by the Government of Cyprus and the two

communities, as well as by each of the guarantor Powers, but that these

consultations have, nevertheless, not yet produced an acceptable peace-

keeping arrangement,
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1. Recommends that:

(1) A force be stationed in Cyprus, the composition

and size of which will have "been agreed upon by the

Government of Cyprus and by the three guarantor

Governments5

(2) The commander of the force "be designated by

the Secretary-General in agreement with the Governments

providing contingents to the force;

(3) The force have as a function the preservation

of international peace and security and to that end use

its best efforts inter alia:

(a) to prevent a recurrence of inter-communal

fighting and when necessary to maintain and

restore order;

(b) to help to create conditions whereby inter-

communal tension will be reduced and the normal

life of the people can be resumed;

(4) The commander of the force be responsible to

the Secretary-General and report to him and that the

Secretary-General in turn keep the Governments providing

contingents to the force fully informed;

(5) The stationing of the force be for a period not

exceeding three months;

(6) All costs pertaining to the force be met by

Governments in a manner to be agreed upon by the Governments

providing contingents.
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2. Appoints an advisory group of three to be composed of the

following members of the Security Council, , ,

which will be consulted by the Secretary-General on matters pertinent to

parts A and B of this resolution.



Coments on the Working Paper
of 21 February1964, concerning
the Secretary-Gecaral's Aide-

of lV February 1964

This Workiag Paper has nothing in common with

"0uir private di&cussiona with the Secretary-General,

During these conversations the Turkish Representatives
T* •*•"

Md found'many hopeful signs of progress in the essential

elements of a proposed solution regarding the immediate

problems of stopping the slaughter of the Turkish Cypri-

otes by the Greek coBimunity and also of erecting.the

'necessary machinery for continuing discussions among

the'interested parties through the efforts of a mediator.

It appears that some misunderstanding has crept

in at the secretarial level. The Working Paper mentioned
" " • C i :

above reflects the opinions of the Greek Cypriotes which

are not supported by the greatest nsajority of the Se-curity

Council and which are equally condemned by the entire

""'Opinion of the civilited world. The Turkish Government •

cannat accept this document even as a working paper*

Furthermore, if the ideas of the Greek Cypriotes

, are to be'circulated to the other interested parties

; ' • ' : ' • • ' . • ' . • ' . •''•' ' * of • •
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• in the for* of a working paper such a document should

also include the ideas of the Turkish Delegation which

are known to the members of the Secretariat* These •

* eojiwji assiira*icWiyltlie Greek Cypriotesauthoritiea
f ¥ j ^¥ -* ' -

to put al iinediai'i and tb' the persecution and exter-
' - ' . ' ' ir >. i 1° t ^ l -

' miration of the Tvirkiah Cypriotes as mil as an impartial

iatestigati^a o| the tragic crests df the last two months
" T - i •

the preparatory activities leading to this
t <••*

for eJiaiiaatiag the Turkish Cypriotes,

i,s of the Tiirkish JDelegatioa also known to the^ .
J "* Jr ^

the Secretariat.

These ooasneats conoem only the Working ?aper

• uretiared by members of the staff of the Secretariat.
^ », t -

A f| ,r., f .^ •» i iA— . . . . . .
SH" t -* - *'J» -'-1- **'-'« ^--"j-i-«' --"^ ^£0 Turkish Government'far

V, < •
from ^indiai? W«0^thin5; ohjtsutioaahle in their'contaota-

j '̂ TS* -----i-v *•!

with the Secretary^eneral are, on the ob'ntrary, most

^grateful for hi^ interest and his relentless efforts
*%.:'

Pt̂ ,!ii! ̂ ^ s'!«j

vt.

îf FT T ^
*B!S4«!̂ *V*V



19 February 1964

NOTE ON THE POSITIONS OF CITRUS AND OF
TURKEY ON THE ÛESTION OF CYPRUS

Introduction

1. The purpose of this note is to examine what appear to be the positions

taken at present by t:;e Governments of Cyprus and of Turkey on the question of

Cyprus. Could these Governments be persuaded that those positions both contain

elements of unreality in lav; and in fact, it is cuite possible that a reasonable

compromise may be agreed upon.

2. Controversy at this moment centres around the Treaty of Guarantee

concluded at Nicosia on 16 August I960, arid arounc. the Constitution of Cyprus.

These two documents form an integral part of the solution vmich led to th~,

independence of Cyprus. A major element in this solution was to seek to prevent

further agitation on the island for either union or partition by putting into

effect a Constitution \ roviding for an independent and sovereign Republic, and

placing this Constitution under an international guarantee c:^ res sly prohibiting

union or partition. This whole settlement has, however, been endangered by the

fact that, for reasons not presently examined, the Constitution has proved unworkable.

It is within this broad context that the present ±coitions of the Governments of

Cyprus and of Turkey must be evaluated.

Position ofthe Government of Cyprus

3. One basic aim of the President of Cyprus would a^ ear to be to £.';.'•-•• irpt

to ensure the functioning of what he would consider to be an effective Government

through the adoption of certain fundamental constitutional amendments. "'.Tien his

appeal for negotiations on such -n?.nd™cnts did not meet with the approval he wished,

he initially indicated that he intended to denounce the Treaty of Guarantee.
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Presumably by so doing he hoped to bring about a situation in Is.-./ -, •iî r̂ v f>, prus

would no longer be bound by international obligations both with respect to basic

articles of its Constitution and with respect to relations between the Greek and

Turkish Cypriot communities. In accordance with this line of reasoning the

Government of Cyprus could, in theory at least, put into effect changes in the

Constitution as a purely internal affair. The Treaty however way not immediately

denounced.^ the President agreeing instead to negotiations in London. With the

breakdown of the London negotiations it would a; pear that the iresident has again

returned to the idea of abrogating the Treaty of Guarantee, at least in effect,

through Security Council action, which he seems to consider to be an essential

pre-requisite for any agreed settlement,

Coaanents on tĵ e_joo_sition of the Government of Cyprus

4. An evaluation of the actual position now jertaining would seeni to snow

that abrogation of the Treaty of Guarantee is not an essential i re-requisite for

amending the Constitution of Cyprus. Unilateral abrogation would certainly be

questionable in international law. Furthermore, as the Government of Cyprus should

be made aware, it is open to serious question whether the Security Council, in

exercising its functions in connexion with the pacific settlement of disputes, has

any authority to in effect abrogate the : revisions of what ..vv be assumed to be a

valid treaty. Even if such authority existed or the treat." bo considered invalid

ab initioy it may be doubted that t', ese factors would in themselves constitute a

deterrent sufficient to prevent Turkey from intervening on behalf of the Turkish

Cypriots if their present situation were to deteriorate even further. To place

abrogation of the Treat:.' of Guarantee as a condition precedent to an agreed

settlement of the Cyprus question is to reverse the steps re puirea for a realistic
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attempt to reach a settlement. For such an attempt ..lie Government of C'vprus

should realise that the first material step would clearly appear to be to ensure

that, irrespective of treaty rights, Turkey does not intervene in Cyprus. The

most effective way to do this would be to ensure that an end is put J,o bloodshed

and violence on the island through the introduction of a United Nations force.

With the restoration of order the second step would be to explore, through an

impartial United Nations mediator, the possibilities for a solution permitting

agreed amendments to the Constitution. Should such a solution be found the time

would then be appropriate for reviewing the question of the Treaty of Guarantee.

Fosition_ of the Government of Turkey

5. At the present time the Government of turkey finds itself in a position

'dominated by two factors. In the first place, and irrespective of the origins

thereof, there is violence and bloodshed in Cyprus, the Turkish Gyp riots being the

principal victims. In the second place, the Constitution of C;-j,rus lias broken

down. The Turkish Government appears to have re-acted to t.;ese factors bj-

threatening to send troops to Cyprus, presumably in the hope that, this would end

the' violence. tffhether this threat would be carried out, or is only to exercise

pressure, is not clear. Coupled with it, the Turkish Government now seems to

support the idea of some form of partition for Cyprus,

Comments on the position of the Government of Turkey

6. The position taken by Turkey presents both legal and practical difficulties.

It is by no means clear from its terms that the Treaty of Guarantee permits military

intervention. Furthermore, it is not difficult to argue that a clause permitting

such intervention is contrary to the Charter of the United Nations, and that the

Charter therefore prevails over it. Even if it is assuned that tne Treaty of

Guarantee permits military intervention in certain eventualities, and that such a



provision is not contrary to the Charter, Article 3 of the Treaty of Guarantee

lays down tnat individual action by a guarantor is to be taken "with the sole

aim of re-establishing the state of affairs established by /,:ie present Treaty".

Amongst "the state of affairs" established by the Treaty are undertakings by

Cyprus and by the guarantor powers to 1 revent partition of the islano. or union

vd.th any other State. The only legal basis for action would therefore be to

restore the status ̂ uq. Action aiming at partition would be in direct violation

of the Treaty of Guarantee.

7. It may be strongly doubted that military intervention by Turkey would,

furthermore, be a practical way of ending bloodshed .?,nd of restoring the status ouo_.

A Turkish invasion would doubtless be resisted by force of arms by the Greek Gypriots

and possibly by Greece, thus extending the area and scope of the violence ana

bloodshed. Furthermore, even if such intervention were militarily successful, it

could hardly serve as a basis for restoring the jstatus c[uo, given the general

opposition to the Constitution in its present form, unless the island remained

constantly occupied by Turkish forces. Such an occupation is clearly not a

practicable solution.

8* For Turkey, as for Cyprus, the real solution a,..ears to be in first

bringing to an end violence and 13oodshed through the introduction of an effective

and impartial United Nations Force, and then the exploration of an agreed solution

using the good offices of a United Nations mediator.

Gonelusions

9. From the foregoing it would appear that the present positions of the

Governments of Cyprus and of Turkey are not conducive cither to their best interests

or to a durable solution of the Cyprus question. Coula they be persuaded to

realize the elements of unreality in their respective approaches, it should not be

impossible to reach an agreed plan to first ending violence and bloodshed and then
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exploring possibilities for a durable settlement. In these resiects it is submitted

that the Secretary-General's suggestions are both realistic and adequate and should

therefore be acceptable to Cyprus and Turkey.



1.
The Secretary-General

APPROACH TO

THE SCTUflEZQS .CT CYPRUS

1. Sines it ROW appears that the situation in CSyprus will come "before

the Sfesurity Council i» the »ear future, it would greatly facilitate the work

of the Counoil and the aohievsBsent of sa earlj deoisiem, s?hieh th© situation

in Cyprus appears to call for, it a plan could "be submit te3 by the Governments

of GjTprue, 8reeee9 Turkey sad the United Kingdom fas approval by the Council.

A plan should he ©avisioaed which would givs full weight to the pzimaxy

yespossi'&ility of the (̂ >vs3ram«nt of ̂ rprue aM of the ttoe© other Gov&r&ments

principally «oneea?n©d» âile providing for an appropriate tfaited Bat ions

participation. The main Ideas of sueh a plan sr$ set forth below.

2. 1 force to *b& stationed in Cjrpras fos? not mor© thmx three months

woiald he established by agreement among the Gov©n»aente eettde:m©cU

ooraaaader of such a f<a?e@ would be designated hj the Secret ssy^General in
^v-^ 'cL- -%-,---(- fy (--ft.-v

agreeiueitt with the fJoverauients providlJig coating^atB to the force./' and wuld
A-

report to the Secretary-Csneral who ?jould in turn keep the GtoverBments informed.

3, The pusppoee of the force m>t£Ld be to present international peace s.nd
O^JJ^I- tt- ^r— t ^ <^_ /-^^to ^U_. (j^t^a- -*-

security and to that end ĵ to prevent UBtereoEimaal fighting ̂ id» as

to maintain/order asd to asolot /ia-fees^4sg ooMitions ^hioh would relax
^ A.

tensions and gsafe® possible the refsuEipticm of normal life.

4. A mediator would be dssignated by the Seoretary-Cfeneral, with the

approval of the four Governments, for the purpose of promoting a peaceful

solution of the difficulties now besetting Cyprus, having in mind the well-
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being of all the inhabitants of Cyprus and the preservation of international

peaoe and security, Tti® nssdiator would rsport to the Secretary-General ivho

would keep tfee Oovernsents ffolly' informed.

5» Ho costs arising out of the foregoing arrangements would to© chargeable

to the United Batiojis.

6* Tbe Security Couacil would fcy resolution eadorse the foregoing
'^s-^-i ,0

, eall upcsi all Member States . to respect the independenoe and
y\

integrity of Cyprus, and appoint an sdvisox^r group of three of its

to !ss consulted ^y the Secret ary~"©K©riil on raattors perti»ent to the

resolution.



21 February 1964

HI ER LN THjii SITUATICN IN CYPRUS
FURTilttR TO THE AIDE-MEMOIRE

In the Secretary-General's aide-memoire on a new a p. ro;-ch to the situation

in Cyprus certain ideas were set forth which are more fully outlined below.

Relations bet'.-;-?r;n the Greek and Turkish communities in the Republic of

s, which are established and regulated bj- the basic articles of its

Constitution, have continued to deteriorate, and. conflict between the communities

has increased greatly. The present situation, vrhich t'.re tens internatic/.a!

peace and security, may further deteriorate unless effective ..•j;a.:urec are

promptly taken to prevent violence and bloodshed and. to seek out a durable

solution. Therefore the Government of Cyprus should be c-..-.llec upon to take

all possible measure? to avoid further violence and bloodshed and the tvc communities

on the Island and their leaders should likewise be called, upon to .?ct with the

utmost restraint. ,J_so, an a, ; e.::;.! should be addressed to all nernber States

to refrain from any action likely to worsen relations between the two

communities pending arree/p.cnt on -leisures to preserve tlie ^.oace en the Island

and to achieve a lasting solution. All Me'.aber States should also be called

upon to respect the independence, territorial integrity and security of Cyprus.
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As already mentioned, the situ." Lion in Cyprus calls for effective measures.

In this context it is to be noted that the United Kin.dciu, Greece and Turkey, as

guarantor lowers under the Treaty of Guarantee concluded at ^icosia en 16 August

I960, were requested by the Government of Cyprus, on 26 Decsuber 1963, to assist

in the restoration of pe:-ce in Cyprus, and thst Greece and TurJ.cy hnv-' placed

their forces on the Island under British coiDK&.nd for tnis purpose, it is al.:.;c to

be noted thatj in response to an invitation from the Govorn::.aiit of Cyprus a,ia the

three ruai'antor towers, the Secretary-General of the United Xati'-Tjs designated

a personal representative to observe tne progress of pe'.cc-ke-i i;u opei"...tî ns

on the Island. Finally,, it is to be noted that tiie United Kingdom, in

consultation \.ith the other guarantor Io ers has consulted the Govorruuent

of Cyprus and the two communities and other Govemnenls about the need to

associate other States in peacekeeping operations on the Island, -and that the

need, for a peacekeeping force has been accented by the Government of Cyprus and

the two communities} s.s well as by each of the guarantor to :ers, but that u.;ese

consultations 'rave, neverftieless, not yet produced a mutually agreed peacekeeping

arrangement.

In view of the above situation, the Security Council should recommend that

a force be stationed in Cyprus, the composition and size of ivhich v;ill have been

agreed upon by the Government of Cyprus and by the three guarantor Governine-nto.

The commander of the force onould be designated, by the Secret;,ry-Cciural in

agreement v.dth the Governiiient:5 •1_rcvidln2 contingents to "che 1'orce. Tue function

of the force should, be the preservation of intern," tioual peace and security and



to th:-.t end it should use its best efforts, inter alia, to v,r;.vsnt a recurrence of

inter-communal fightin?; and when nocesaary tc ensure the- ;-isini orpines and restoration

of law and order so that the normal life of the people can be resumed,, The

commander of the force should be responsible to the Secret; ..:.";/-Cenorrl anc. should

report to him and the Secretary-General should in turn keeI the Governments

providing contingents to the force fully informed. The st a tier-ins; of the force

should be for a period not exceeding three months. All costs ̂ ertainin-.1 to the

force should be met by Governments in a manner to be agreed upon by the Governments

providing contingents.

In addition to the fcrê oin';;, the Security Council should recoiir :end. that an

impartial mediator be designated by the Secretary-Gener_l in a ~reement t\ith the

Government of Cyprus and the Governments of Greece, Turkey and the United. Kingdom.

The mediator should use his good offices -vith the aforesaid four Governments and,

where appropriate, with representatives of tha local communities for the rurpose of

promoting & peacefu], solution and an agreed, settlement of the difficulties now

besetting Cyprus, having in mind the ;,*.ill-being of all the inhabitants of Cyprus

and the preservation of international peace and .security. The mediator should

report to the Secretary-General periodically on his effort:-- ~nd the Secretary -General

should in turn keep the four Governments fully informed. The remuneration and

expenses of the mediator and his staff should be provided by the fc-ur Governments.

/_ Finally, an advisory group of three members of the Security Council should be

appointed, to be consulted as appropriate by the Secretary-General 021 natters

pertinent to the peacekeeping activities of the force.J
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I have taken note of the question (or request) which has been

addressed to me, concerning the accuracy of a press statement attributed

to General Gyani. I propose to inform the Council on this matter definitively

at its next meeting. I may say now, however, on the basis of information

thus far available to me that there is clearly a misunderstanding in

attributing the words in question &o General Gyani.
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The Security Council

Noting that the present situation in Cyprus is

likely to threaten international peace and security and may

further deteriorate unless further measures are promptly

taken to maintain peace and to seek out a durable solution;

Bearing in mind the duty of all Member States to

respect, in accordance with the Charter of the United Na-

tionss the independence, territorial integrity and security

of Cyprus, and to refrain from the Iphreat or us.e of force

in respect to Cyprus;

Recalling that Greece, Turkey and the United King-

dom undertook to recognize and guarantee the independence,

territorial integrity and security of the Republic of Cyprus

and also the state.of affairs established by the Basic

Articles of its Constitution;

Considering the positions taken by the parties

in relation to these guarantees;

1* Appeals to all Member States to refrain from any

action likely to worsen relations between the communities

in Cyprus;

2« Asks the Government of Cyprus, which has the

responsibility for the maintenance and restoration of law

and order, to take all additional measures necessary to stop

violence and bloodshed in Cyprus;

3 a Galls upon the two communities of Cyprus and

their leaders to act with the utmost restraint;

4» Recommends the establishment of a peace-keeping

force in Cyprus, the composition, size and command of which

shall be determined by the Secretary-General,, The commander
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commander of the force vail report to the Secretary-General,

who shall keep the Governments providing the force fully in-

formed as well as the Security Council, to which the Secre-

tary-General shall periodically report;

5. Recommends that the stationing of the force

shall be for a period not exceeding three months, all costs

pertaining to it being met, in a manner to be agreed upon

by them, by the Governments providing contingents;

6. Further recommends that the Secretary-General

designate, in agreement with the Government of Cyprus and

the Governments of Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom, a

Mediator, who shall use his good offices, as appropriate,

with the representatives of the local communities and also

with the aforesaid four Governments, for the purpose of pro-

moting a peaceful solution and an agreed settlement of the

problem confronting Cyprus, having in mind the well-being of

the people of Cyprus as a whole and the preservation of in-

ternational peace and security. The Mediator shall report

periodically to the Secretary-General on his efforts;

7. Requests the Secretary-General to provide, from

funds of the United Nations, as appropriate, for the remun-

eration and expenses of the Mediator and his staff*



Having in mind the relevant provisions of the United Nations gharter

and its Article 2, paragraph 4> which reads:

•All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the

threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political

independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with

the Purposes of the United Nations'j



4. Recommends the creation, with the consent of the Government of Cyprus,

of a United Nations peace-keeping force in Cyprus. The composition and

size of the Force shall be established by the Secretary-General, in

consultation with the Governments of Cyprus, Greece, Turkey and the

United Kingdom. The Commander of the Force shall be appointed by the

Secretary-General and shall report to him. The Secretary-General,

who shall keep the Governments providing the Force fully informed, shall

report periodically to the Security Council;
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Th® Security Council.

Noting that the present situation in Cyprus is likely

to threaten international peace and security and may further

deteriorate unless further measures are promptly taken to main-

tain peace and r,o seek out a durable solution!

Bearing in mind the duty of all Member States to

respect3 in accordanee with the Charter of the United Nationsg

the independences territorial integrity and security of any

Member- State;

Considering the positions taken by the parties in

relation to the Treaties signed at Nicosia on 6 August 1960s

10 Appeals to all Member States9 in harmony with their

duties under the Charter of the United Nations9 to refrain from

any action or threat of action likely to worsen the situation

in the sovereign Republic of Cyprus;

20 Ajgks the Government of Cyprus9 which has the respon-

sibility for the maintenance and restoration of law and order,

to take all additional measures necessary to stop -violence and

bloodshed in Cyprus|

30 Calls upon the communities of Cyprus and their

leaders to act with the utmost restraint5
r i/j-w"*' i-Trwk. \̂ s~t*^<*~**- Mt

4» Recommends the creation^ tin agreement with the Gov-

ernment of Cyprus3Jof a United Nations peace-keeping force in
CK~~!' r \

Cyprusj, the composition* size (and coeaaasid) of which shall be

established by the Secretary-General* "Hi® commander of the

force Aall report to-H^he- Scer^tary^G^aegaJr?—=Mfeeft shall 'keep the

Governments providing th© force fully informed a® well as th@

Seeurity Council^ to which Ihe Oeisretail'y-G«Jii€Ji"al shall

•deally roport g

5o Rego^mmends that the function of the force should be,

in the interest of preserving international p^ace and



security9 to use its best efforts to prevent a recurrence of

fighting ands as required, to contribute to the maintenance

and restoration of law and order and a return to normal condi-

tions j

60 Recommends that the stationing of the force shall be

for a period of thre e months, all costs pertaining

to it being met, in a manner to be agreed upon by them, by

the Governments providing the contingents^
f̂ - —~~ " AW-Uf «/*0

7a Aû o.gi.ĝ s the Secretary-General tar/accept volun-

tary contributions for that purpose;

8« Ê 2°Jg5̂ Il̂ §-.£B.r-ll}:g.L r'frat the Secretary-General desig-

nate 9 in agreement with the Government of Cyprus and the

Governments of Greece,, Turkey and the United Kingdomj, a

Mediator, who sb'Ui use his best endeavours with the represen-

tatives of the Local rommuni.ties and also with the aforesaid

four Governments, for the purpose of promoting a peaceful solu-

tion and an agreed settlement of the problem confronting Cyprus,

in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations^, having in

mind the well-being of the people of Cyprus as a whole and the

preservation of international peace and securityo The Mediator

shall, report periodically to the Secretary-General on his ef-

forts;

9« ggquests the Secretary-General to provide, from

funds of the United Nations,, as appropriate, for the remunera-

tion and expanses of ths Mediator and Ms staff0
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The Security Council

that the present situation in Cyprus is

likely to threaten international peace and security and may
i— p

further deteriorate unless •feptfeeg' measures are promptly taken

to maintain peace and to seek out a durable solution;

Bearing in mind the duty of all Member States

to reepact, in accordance with the Charter of the United

Nations, the independence, territorial integrity and security

of any Member State;

Considering the positions taken by the parties

in relation to the Treaties signed at Nicosia on 6 August I960:

1. Appeals to all Member States, in harmony with

their duties under the Charter of the United Nations, to

refrain from any action or threat of action likely to worsen

the situation in the sovereign Republic of Cyprus;

2* Aaka the Government of Cyprus, which has the

responsibility for the maintenance and restoration of law and

order, to take all additional measures necessary to stop

violence and bloodshed in Cyprus;

3. Calais upon the communities of Cyprus and their

leaders to act with the utmost restraint;

4. Recommends the creation, with the consent of

the Government of Cyprus, of a United Nations peace-keeping

force in Cyprus, the composition, size and command of which

shall be established by the Secretary-General e The commander

of the force will report to the Secretary-General $ who shaH

keep ;t:|»f .Q̂ srtsBsats pr̂  vising the force fully informed as well

as the Security Council, to which the Secretary-General shall

5. Racpmenfla that the function of the fore® should be,

in the interest of preserving international peace and security,
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security, to use its best efforts to prevent a recurrence of

fighting and, as required, to contribute to the maintenance

and restoration of lav and order and a return to normal condi-

tions;

6* Recommends that the stationing of the force shall be

for a period of three months, all costs pertaining to it being

met, in a manner to be agreed upon by them, by the Governments
• -^providing the contingents, the Secretary-General may also

accept voluntary contributions for that purpose;

7. Recommends further that the Secretary-General desig-

nate, in agreement with the Government of Cyprus and the Gov-

ernments of Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom, a Mediator,

who shall use his best endeavours with the representatives of

the local communities and also with the aforesaid four Govern-

ments, for the purpose of promoting a peaceful solution and an

agreed settlement of the problem confronting Cyprus, in accor-

dance with the Charter of the United Nations, having in mind

the well-being of the people of Cyprus as a whole and the pre-

servation of international peace and. security,, The Mediator

shall report periodically to the Secretary-General on his ef-

forts;

8* Requests the Secretary-General to provide, from funds
•i- Wî M̂ ^̂ ^̂ Ŵ̂ ^̂ *̂ ,̂

of the United Nations, as appropriate, for the remuneration

and expenses of. the Mediator and his staff „



The Security Council

Noting that the present situation in Cyprus is likely

to threaten international peace and secxirity and may further de-

teriorate unless additional measures are promptly taken to main-

tain peace and to seek out a durable solution;

Having in mind the relevant provisions of the Charter

of the United Nations and its .Article 2, paragraph 4, which

reads; "All frember shall refrain in their international relations

from the threat or use of force apainst the territorial integrity

or political independence of any state, or in any other manner

inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Hations";

Considering the positions taken by the parties in rela-

tion to the Treaties signed at Nicosia on 6 August I960?

1. Appeals to all Member States, in harmony with their

duties under the Charter of the United Nations, to refrain from

any action or threat of action likely to worsen the situation

in the sovereign Republic of Cyprus;

2, Asks the Government of Cyprus, which has the responsi-

bility for the maintenance and restoration of law and order, to

take all additional measures necessary to stop violence and

bloodshed in Cyprus;

3» Calls upon the communities of Cyprus and their lead-

ers to act with the utmost restraint;

4» Recommends the creation, with the consent of the Gcv

eminent of Cyprus, of a United Nations peace-keeping force in

Cyprus* The composition and size of the force shall be esta-

blished by the secretary-General, in consultation with the Gov-

ernments of Cyprus, Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom, The

commander of the force shall be appointed by the Secretary-Gene-

ral and report to him. The Secretary-General, who shall keep

tne Governments providing the force fully informed, shall report

periodically to the Security Council on its operation;



5. Recommends that the function of the force should be,

in the interest of preserving international peace and security}

to use its best efforts to prevent a recurrence of fighting

and, as necessary, to contribute to the maintenance and resto-

ration of lav/ and order and a return to normal conditions;
" x

6. Recommends that the stationing of the force shall

be for a period of three months, all costs pertaining to it

being met, in a manner to be agreed upon by them, by the Gov-

ernments providing the contingents and by the Government of

Cyprus, The Secretary-General may also accept voluntary con-

tributions for that purpose;

7* Recommends further that the Secretary-General desig=

nate, in agreement with the Government of Cyprus and the Gov-

ernments of Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom, a Mediator,

who shall use his best endeavours with the representatives of

the local communities and also with the aforesaid four Govern-

ments, for the purpose of promoting a peaceful solution and an

agreed settlement of the problem confronting Cyprus, in accord-

ance with the Charter of the United Nations, having in mind the

well-being of the people of Cyprus as a whole and the preserva-

tion of international peace and security. The Mediator shall

report periodically to the Secretary-General on his efforts;

8* Requests the Secretary-General to provide, from funds

of the United Nations, as appropriate, for the remuneration and

expenses of the Mediator and his staff,
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ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

BOLIVIA, BRAZIL, IVCRY COAST, MOROCCO AND NORWAY:
DRAFT RESOLUTION

The Security Council,

Hoting that the present situation with regard to Cyprus is likely to

threaten international peace and security and may farther deteriorate unless

additional measures are promptly taken to maintain peace and to seek out a

durable solution,

Considering the positions taken by the parties in relation to the Treaties

signed at Nicosia on l6 August 1960,

Having in mind the relevant provisions of the Charter of the United Nations

and its Article 2, paragraph \t vhich reads: "All Members shall refrain in their

international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial

integrity or political independence of any State, or in any other manner

inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations",

1. Calls upon all Member States, in conformity with their obligations

under the Charter of the United Nations, to refrain from any action or threat of

action likely to worsen the situation in the sovereign Republic of Cyprus, or

to endanger international peace;

2. Asks the Government of Cyprus, which has the responsibility for the

maintenance and restoration of law and order, to take all additional measures

necessary to stop violence and bloodshed in Cyprus;

3. Calls upon the communities in Cyprus and their leaders to act with the

utmost restraint;

4. Recommends the creation, with the consent of the Government of Cyprus,

of a United Nations peace-keeping force in Cyprus. The composition and size of

the force shall be established by the Secretary-General, in consultation with

the Governments of Cyprus, Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom. The commander

of the force shall be appointed by the Secretary-General and report to him.

64-04524
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The Secretary-General, who shall keep the Governments providing the force fully

informed, shall report periodically to the Security Council on its operation;

5. Recommends that the function of the force should he, in the interest

of preserving international peace and security, to use its best efforts to prevent

a recurrence of fighting and, as necessary, to contribute to the maintenance and

restoration of law and order and a return to normal conditions;

6. Recommends that the stationing of the force shall be for a period of

three months, all costs pertaining to it being met, in a manner to be agreed upon

by them, by the Governments providing the contingents and by the Government of

Cyprus. The Secretary-General may also accept voluntary contributions for that

purpose;

7. Recommends further that the Secretary-General designate, in agreement

with the Government of Cyprus and the Governments of Greece, Turkey and the United

Kingdom, a mediator, vho shall use his best endeavours with the representatives

of the communities and also with the aforesaid four Governments, for the purpose

of promoting a peaceful solution and an ag?̂ eed settlement of the problem

confronting Cyprus, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, having

in mind the well-being of the people of Cyprus as a whole and the preservation of

international peace and security. The mediator shall report periodically to the

Secretary-General on his efforts;

8. Bequests the Secretary-General to provide, from funds of the United

Nations, as appropriate, for the remuneration and expenses of the mediator and

his staff.



Since the resolution under consideration by this Council, particularly

in its operative paragraphs k, 6, 7 and 8, would call upon the Secretary-

General to undertake certain responsibilities, I have thought that it would

be quite appropriate and no doubt helpful to the Council if I should briefly

indicate my own thinking about the nature and exercise of these responsibilities.

As I observed in my previous statement, the creation of a UN peace-

keeping force for Cyprus could only come about by positive action of this

Council. This action, as the draft resolution specifies, obviously must

be predicated upon the consent of the Government of Cyprus on whose terri-

tory the force would be deployed.

The draft resolution, in its operative paragraph k, asks the Secretary-

General t» establish the composition and size of the force in consultation

with the Governments of Cyprus, Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom. In

this regard, it would be my intention, in accordance with well established

practice concerning previous UN peace-keeping forces, to keep the Security

Council, which would authorize its establishment, promptly and fully informed

about the organization and operation of the force, including its composition,

size and command. On the basis of preliminary soundings that I have taken,

without, of course, having made any commitments, I may inform the Council

that although the problem of composition is delicate and difficult because
U-C*jt -JV—* &0fJt.

of the indicated limitations on the range of choice, I boliovg that a force

such as is envisaged by this draft resolution, and of adequate size, can
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"be achieved.

I might point out, also, that in recruiting troops for this force,

I would emphasize on the "basis of operative paragraph 6 that the force,

unlike the peace-keeping forces in Gaza and the Congo, would have a

fixed and firm duration of three months. The force,, thus, could be

extended beyond three months only by a new ̂ huluL̂ b--ŷ 6fais Council.

I would point out also the provision in paragraph 6 for meeting the cost

of the force, which is not to be a charge against United Nations revenues.

In this context, I would particularly like to call attention to the last

sentence of paragraph 6, which states that "The Secretary-General may also

accept voluntary contributions for that purpose", and express strongly the

hope that substantial contributions of this nature will be forthcoming

since it is already apparent that some appropriate states might more readily

provide contingents were it not for the extra financial burden upon them

called for by the cost provision of the resolution.

I am, of course, also giving thought to the question of the mediator

which the resolution would call upon me to designate in agreement with the

four Governments, and I would expect to be prepared to act quickly on this,

in accordance with operative paragraph 7 of the resolution, once the

resolution would be adopted.

In sum, although the responsibilities for the Secretary-General fore-

seen by the resolution are serious, they do not substantially differ from

past experience and I have no hesitation in undertaking them, y CO-M—̂ " 'r̂ a_»~~*tu



Report "by the Secretary-General to the Security

Council concerning the situation in Cyprus

Immediately after the outbreak of [disturbances] Q̂sŝ

within Cyprus, I have had conversations with the Representative of

Cyprus f-ah hij, 'ijjgosat, to explore the best way in which the United

Nations could assist in resolving the difficulties. -3}as±ngL these
A

conversations, the Representative of Cyprus asked me to appoint a

Personal Representative to look into the situation. In the subsequent

yt̂ p— 3̂ j
consultations I held with the Representative of Cyprus, and/ with the

r*-
Representatives of Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom, I was

informed of the steps already taken for the restoration of law and

order in Cyprus. The Representatives of Greece, Turkey and the United

t~tfc
Kingdom associated themselves w the above request of the Representative

of Cyprus to appoint a Personal Representative to act as a United

Nations observer in Cyprus whose task would be to "observe the progress

of the peace-keeping operation and to report on it to me". This joint

request was also confirmed in writing by the United Kingdom Government

in a letter dated 8 January from the Acting Permanent Representative

of the United Kingdom addressed to the President of the Security Council

which was circulated as document S/5508 on 9 January 1964. I then

informed these Representatives that it was necessary for me to receive

the agreement of the Government of Cyprus and each of the other interested

Governments on the terms of reference of the Representative, as

appropriate, as well as a clear indication from them of the tasks

involved in order to give their joint request proper consideration.



By a communication of 9 January 1964, the Permanent Representative

of Cyprus to the United Nations conveyed to me that the following

terms of reference in respect of the functions to "be performed "by the

Personal Representative to he appointed by me would be accepted by

the Government of Cyprus:

"(l) To observe the peace-keeping operation and to report

to Your Excellency thereon;

(2) For this purpose he would have access to the Government

of Cyprus through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the

Republic, to the President and Vice-President of the Republic

or their representatives, to the British High Commissioner and

the Greek and Turkish Ambassadors accredited to the Government

of the Republic, and to the British commander of the peace-keeping

force;

(3) He would have 'freedom of movement and communications;

(4) His personal security and that of his staff would be

assured;

(5) He should not receive any individual complaints of any

breach of the cease-fire agreement."

The communications from the Permanent Representative of Cyprus

also stated that the period of duty of the Representative as observer

in Cyprus would be three months, and that the Government of Cyprus was

ready to undertake all the costs involved.

Finally, the communication requested that "the dispatch of the

aforesaid Personal Representative be made with the least possible
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delay as his presence there is urgently awaited by the Government

(of Cyprus)".

On 10 January 1964» I received from the Permanent Eepresentative

of Greece to the United Nations the agreement of the Government of

Greece that the Personal Eepresentative "should have access to the

Greek Ambassador accredited to the Government of Cyprus" and the

confirmation of their readiness to assist the Representative "in

enjoying freedom of movement and communications and to ensure his

personal security and that of his staff". In a similar way, the

Government of the United Kingdom, by a communication of 11 January,

confirmed that "Her Majesty's Government agree that the observer

should have access to the British High Commissioner in Cyprus and to

the British Commander of the peace-making force,*Tandlffwill be happy

to assist the Observer in any way possible for them in the discharge

of his functions, in particular in regard to his freedom of movement

and communication, his personal security, and that of his staff."

On 13 January, the Permanent Eepresentative of Turkey to the United

Nations also confirmed that "the Government of Turkey agrees that (the)

Eepresentative should have access to the Turkish Ambassador in Cyprus"

and "will be happy to assist the observer in any way possible for them

in the discharge of his functions, especially in regard to his freedom

of movement and communications and his personal security and that of

his staff".

Having received the above clarifications and assurances of the

Governments concerned, and, taking into consideration the urgency
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expressed by the Government of Cyprus in their request, I have

decided to designate,as a first step^Lieutenant General P. S. Gyani

as my Special Representative and to send him to Cyprus to undertake

a preliminary fact-finding mission to study the situation on the spot

and to report to me on all the aspects of the request made by the

Government of Cyprus and agreed to by the Governments of Greece, Turkey

and the United Kingdom.



11 March 1964

Report by the Secretary-General on the organization
and op ration of the United Nations Peace-Keeping

Force in Cyprus

1. Immediately after the adoption by the Security Council on 4 March

1964 of the resolution concerning Cyprus (S/5575), I took steps to
Cfwicyp)

establish the United Nations Peace-Keeping Force in Cyprus/, as provided
/N

for in paragraph 4 of the resolution. In my report of 6 March 1964 (S/5579)

I informed the Security Council that I had appointed Lieutenant General

P.S. Gyani as Commander of the Force, and that he would take up his appoint-

ment and assume command immediately after the establishment of the Force.

I also informed the Council that I had approached several Governments about

the provision of contingents for the Force and that, in accordance with the

resolution, I was in consultations with the Governments of Cyprus, Greece,

Turkey and the United Kingdom as to the composition and size of the Force.

2. I have had since that time very full and separate discussions with

the representatives of Austria, Braail, Canada, Finland, Ireland, Sweden

and the United Kingdom and have requested their governments to provide

contingents for the United Nations Peace-Keeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP).

I have informed the above mentioned governments, as well as the governments

of Cyprus, Greece and Turkey that it would be my intention to establish the

force at an initial strength of about 7,000. This initial strength would

be reviewed in the light of the circumstances, and having in mind the task

entrusted to the Force by the Security Council.

A..
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3. On 9 March 1964> the United Kingdom Government informed me that it

was prepared to match contributions of all other countries up to a total

international force strength of 7*000 which would mean in effect a British

contingent of about 3*500 troops. In the event of the United Nations Force

being increased beyond 7*000, and of any increased contribution being

requested from the United Kingdom, that Government would have to reconsider

the matter, "without any commitment at present.

4. The Canadian Government, prior to any decision as to its participation

in the Force, has submitted a number of questions for clarification -which

are being discussed with the Canadian Representative. The questions raised

by the Canadian Government include matters pertaining to the organization,

status, directives, liaison and duties of the Force.

5. The Swedish Government informed me on 6 March 1964 that it was prepared,

in principle, to endeavour to organize, on a voluntary basis, a Swedish

contingent of the size of one battalion to form part of the proposed Force,

for a period of three months. The pre-requisite for Swedish participation

was that Sweden would not be the only "neutral nation to contribute troops

to such a force". Furthermore, before a final position could be taken by

the Swedish Government, clarifications were needed on certain questions

such as the duration of the undertaking, the size of the Force and its

composition, its status, tasks and powers, as well as its financing. The

Swedish Government also informed me that its decision -̂ n principle"̂  to

participate in the Force would be based on the unanimously adopted resolution

of the Security Council.

6. The Government of Finland has also requested clarification of certain

points before taking any final decision as to its participation, including

A.-
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the financing of the Force. The Government of Ireland, as well,has raised

a number of aspects on which clarification is requested. The Government

of Bratzil has found it virtually impossible at this time to respond favorably

to my request for the provision of a contingent to the Force, but I have
*

made a new appeal. The Government of Austria has the matter still under

consideration.

7» My discussions about contingents with the Governments thus far have

indicated clearly that the provision of the resolution concerning responsibility

for meeting the costs of the Force presents an obstacle, at least for some

states, to making contingents available.

8. Miile discussions have continued with a view to clarifying the points

raised by the various Governments, and taking into account that the financing

of the peace-keeping operation constituted one of the key factors towardo u~

the establishment of the Force, I addressed a letter to all member States of

the United Nations on 7 March 1964* drawing their attention to paragraph 6

of the resolution adopted by the Security Council, i«hich states, inter alia

that I may accept voluntary contributions towards meeting the costs pertaining

to the Force, and requesting their Governments to make voluntary contributions

to enable me to meet these costs. On the basis of certain assumptions

regarding the size and composition of the Force, which at this stage are

unavoidably very tentative, it appears that the costs which may have to be

met in cash by the United Nations through voluntary contributions may be

roughly of the order of some $2 million a month or a total of $6 million for

the period of three months specified in paragraph 6 of the resolution.

9. "While there seemed to be no encouraging reactions immediately after

my request for funds was sent to all member States, there have been in the

A-.
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last twenty-four hours certain positive indications •which lead me to

believe that cash contributions will be forthcoming of the magnitude

required to meet the costs of the Force.

10. I -wish also to inform the Council that in the light of a fresh wave

of armed clashes involving loss of lives in several areas in Cyprus, I

felt it my duty to address a message to the President of Cyprus and to the

Foreign Ministers of Greece and Turkey on 9 March 1964 (Annex I) , appealing

to all the parties involved in the tragic events in Cyprus to exercise

all their influence toward halting violence and bloodshed, which far from

facilitating a solution to the problems facing the island, can only lead

to even more tragic, widespread and deplorable conseqiences. Up to the

time of writing this report, replies have been received from the President

of Cyprus (Annex II) and from the Foreign Minister of Turkey (Annex III).



REPORT BY THE SECRET ART-iliNERAL TO TKii

SECURITY COUNCIL ON 'ULi SITUATION L'l CYPRUS RELATING TO

MILITARY INCIDENTS FOR THE PERIOD 5-9 AUGUST, 1964

INTRODUCTION

1. This special report is presented in response to the request made

by the President of the Security Council toward the end of the Council's

1141 and 1142 meetings on the night of 8/9 August. The report , as previously

indicated to the Council, deals exclusively with the incidents of military

action during the period 5-9 August. It consists only of information

provided by the Commander of UNFICYP which has been available to and verified

by him. I On the nature of the prevailing circumstances in Cyprus, the

information herein set forth is neither exhaustive nor definitive. Forinitive. I

purposes of background and clarity, some references are made to military

actions preceding 5 August.

2. I Since early July, tension in the Island has been increasing. Both

sides have taken advantage of the lull in fighting resulting from the presence

<=_

of UNFICYP, to build up their respective military strengths.



L3. On 5 August, the situation in the Mansoura - Kokkina area had

become very serious. Since the end of June,, several attempts, some of

them successful, -were made by unidentified boats to approach Mansoura.

1urkish Cypriots in the area constructed and occupied defensive positions

to cover these movements. They also created diversions by starting

several incidents. Government forces were moved into the area and

surrounded Turkish Cypriot positions. Several clashes, though of minor

nature, followed between Government forces and Turkish Cypriots. Negotiations

by UNFICYP to obtain local cease-fires were only temporarily successful and

efforts to obtain an agreement on the removal of positions by Government

and Turkish forces proved fruitless. Subsequently, fighting broke out/

in the i'̂ ansoura - Kokkina area on 5 August when Government forces opened

fire against the Turkish Cypriots near Ayios Theodoras. At the same time,

n
firing broke out in various places elsewhere in the Island. I

Nicosia City

4. In Nicosia on 5 August, Turkish Cypriots set up a number of new

military positions near the Green Line overlooking the shopping area, and
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established a new roadblock near the junction of Ledra and Paphos Streets.

In the same vicinity, the uovernment National Guard occupied a shop.

These moves increased tension in the walled city and firing broke out

between the two communities. Government forces reported one killed and three

wounded on their side. Wo information was available on Turkish Cypriot

casualties. United Nations troops established a screen between the

National Guard and Turkish Cypriot positions while negotiations were in

progress to obtain the removal of the positions and to stop the firing.

5. On 6 August, both sides agreed to the removal of the new military

positions in Nicosia, and the recently constructed defences were

dismantled by United Nations troops.

6. That same afternoon, about 50 Turkish National



ContingentIroops in battle order and fully armed entered the walled city.

Heavy firing soon broke out in the area of the Ledra Palace Hotel - Paphos

Street which appeared to have been started by National Guardsmen.

?. On August 7j 100 National Guard troops were seen moving towards
i

Nicosia. One company of Turkish National Contingent troops in battle order

entered the area south of Orta Keuy. flJn the morning of that date, 3 men strayed

into the Turkish Cypriot quarter of Nicosia. They were arrested by the local

police and two of them were identified as Greek nationals who had arrived

in Cyprus during the last month. In the evening, buses were seen outside

the Greek National Contingent Camp. One Infantry company from that contingent

had taken up defensive positions north of their camp, which appeared to

be deserted. During the night, all lights along the Green Line in the walled

city were out and a sporadic exchange of fire began which was continued .

$. In the period under review, UNFICYP has succeeded in arranging some

local eease-fires along the Green Line. Nevertheless, small incidents continue
9

to be provoked by both sides and tension remains high in the City.



Tilliria Area

9. In the middle of June, a serious incident developed around the

village of Mospileri, when Turkish Gypriots from Mansoura directed mortar

fire against this village. The situation increased in gravity when both

sides began to use heavy weapons and the National Guard concentrated

troops in the area. A cease-fire was finally arranged by UNFICYP. The

strength of Government troops, however, has continued to increase.

10. During the month of July the Tilliria area was very tense and

minor shooting incidents took place almost every day, the Turkish Cypriots

having responsibility for starting many of them. By the end of July, both

sides had begun to strengthen their positions. Between HJand k August, some

A 500 additional men were brought into the area by the National Guard at the
•h

same time as Government patrol boats, based in Kyrenia, started patrolling

the coast.

11. On 3 August, a Government boat patrolling the area off Mansoura

was fired at from that village. The boat returned four shots with an

anti-aircraft gun. On 5 August, a Government patrol boat was again

reported offshore from Kokkina. The movements of these boats led to



considerable tension in the area, increasing sporadic shooting between

National Guard and Turkish Cypriot positions in the high ground in the

vicinity.

12. On 5 August, National Guardsmen opened fire on Turkish Cypriots

in the Ayios Theodores area. The National Guardsmen fired a few rounds

of 106 mm recoilless rifles and 60 mm mortars. Turkish Cypriots, in return,

fired tek two rounds of 80 mm rocket launchers. United Nations troops

intervened and subsequent negotiations resulted in a cease-fire early in

the evening of the 5th. A few hours later, however, firing broke out again

and continued throughout the day of 6 August.

13. Reinforcements were sent into the area during the nights of 6/7

and 7/8 August by the National Guard. These included armoured cars and

artillery (25-pounders).

14. T/Jhile attempts were being made by the Commander of UMFICIP to

arrange a cease-fire in the Kokkina - Mansoura area, shooting continued throughout

7 August. Curing the afternoon of that day, heavy firing was reported in

the Piyenia - Ayios Theodores - Mansoura area. Armoured cars of the National



Guard were observed advancing toward the village of Pakhy Ammos. Mortars

of the National Guard opened fire in the Mosphileri area.

15. On 7 August, two Government patrol boats fired 50 rounds of 40 ram

shells at Kokkina and about 20 shells at Mansoura. By midday, the National

Guard in Piyenia opened heavy fire in the direction of Ayios Theodores. That

afternoon, a National Guard company supported by armoured cars advanced

from Pakhy Ammos towards Turkish positions. In Pomos some 25-pounder guns

were positioned. UNFICYP efforts to arrange a local cease-fire proved

ûitless. Negotiations, however, continued at high level in Nicosia.

Meanwhile Turkish Cypriote requested United Nations assistance in evacuating

women and children from Mansoura. w'hile Turkish Cypriot fighters moved to

Kokkina, UNFICYP undertook the evacuation of women and children to the

UNFICYP camp in Kato Pyrgos. Since it was not possible to evacuate them to

Lefka as originally intended, a refugee camp was hastily improvised. On

9 August, UNFICYP was finally authorized to evacuate the refugess to Lefka

and began to do so.



16. In the early evening of 7 August, four Turkish Air Force JCE jet

fighters flew over Polls, firing guns out to sea. There was no firing

against ground targets by this sortie.

17. Fighting continued in the Mansoura - Kokkina area during the

night of ?/& August. On the morning of 8 August, jet fighters overflew

the north coast of the Island, especially the Kyrenia area. No attacks

were made. On the afternoon of the same day, artillery deployed in the

Pomos area opened fire against Kokkina. Subsequently, on that date, the

villages of Ayios Theodoros, Alevga and Mansoura were occupied by Government

forces.

18. During the afternoon of the 8th, a United Nations helicopter

was sent to the Kokkina area in order to evacuate a detachment of the

Swedish Contingent of UNFICYP occupying an exposed post on the hill between

Pakhy Ammos and Kokkina, which was under heavy mortar fire. An officer

of the Swedish Contingent went to Pomos to negotiate a cease-

fire that would enable the United Nations post and also the women

and children in Kokkina to be evacuated. This request for a cease-fire



was rejected by the local authorities. A UHFIGYP helicopter then flew

to the ridj~o ?.nd evacuated the United Nations soldiers, coming under fire.

Armoured cars of UNFICYP, moving under fire, went to Kokkina on the

afternoon of 8 August to evacuate women and children. After two hours

of negotiation, the Turkish Cypriot families declined the offer, indicating

that they wished to stay with their men.

19. On the afternoon of the 8th, it ivas reported that two aircraft

identified as belonging to the Turkish Air Force attacked National <ju.ard

positions around Kokkina. Soon thereafter, three Turkish aircraft attacked

the same ppsitions with rockets.

20. It was later reported that also on the 8th, """urkish aircraft had

attacked a uovemment patrol boat in the harbour at Xeros. The boat was

reported to have been disabled and the crew was said to have abandoned it.

Of the crew, five xirere killed and 13 were wounded. Government anti-aircraft

guns in the area of Xeros opened fire against the attacking Turkish aircraft.

One Turkish jet aircraft was said to have exploded in the air and crashed

into the harbor, the pilot being captured. Turkish jet aircraft scfrsr on the



same afternoon also attacked a road in the Kato Pyrgos area and barges

at the harbour in Polis.

21. The night of 8/9 August was relatively quiet, Kokkina was still

being held by the Turkish Cypriots on 9 August. The Government reported that

casualties resulting from the Turkish air attacks of 8 August were -

24 killed and more than 200 wounded, including a number of women and children.

22. On 9 August, UNFICYP reported air attacks by Turkish jet fighter-

bombers on Alevga, Selain Tapi, Pakhy Ammos, Limni, Pornos, Piyanio•and

Kato Pyrgos.

Kyrenia

23. Since the attack by Cypriot Government forces at the end of April,

the Kyrenia area has been very tense, although only one major incident has

occurred. On 1? July, Turkish Cypriot fighters moved into the village

of Temblos to prevent this village from being patrolled by the Kyrenia police.

JSt the same time, the National Guard brought into the area two companies

supported by scout cars, artillery pieces (25-pounders) and other heavy

weapons. In order to prevent a clash, the Commander, UNFICYP, pursued the
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matter at a high level after interposing UHFICYP troops between

the opposing forces. On 20 July, a withdrawal was arranged.

However, tension in the area continues; exchanges of fire have

occurred daily, with the National Guard initiating a great many

of such incidents. At the "beginning of August, one battalion

of the National Guard, supported by artillery pieces, anti-tank

and anti-aircraft guns, moved into the area.

2k. Since 1 August, when there was a heavy exchange of fire in

'ithe St. filarion Castle area, shooting incidents have increased

substantially in the areas of Dikhomo, Aghirda and the Pass itself.

Famagusta - Larnaca and Limassol Districts

25- Except for minor incidents, these districts have been

relatively quiet since the beginning of August. Tension, however,

continues high, and both sides have sought to build up fortifications.

IMFICYP's efforts to remove new fortifications, however, have had

considerable success.
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'Pie I v c m - L t y Council/ • • • - .

H iv i nij, i "ii i i lc-rc-d the Report of tho 'xjcretary-Gonor.'.:.! of

8 ITecPTiiber 1967 (8/8236),

i\'jLi r»G that th^ Government of Cyprus has agreed thot in view

o"f the prev-dlin3 conditions it is necessary to continue the Force

"beyond "Dec^ner ~6, 1967,

I ) 11 r j wj Lh jpprecn t tori the ippo'ils J . O K U C O by thct Secretary-

Gene inl to Lhr> Govc"cmer to of Cyprus, Gn r=cc and Turkey of 22 and

p'l rbvfM"bn ^ id 7) LocPFibor 19^7 (S/82^6 Add. 5,5,6)

1. Rp if i', 'Ti '•; its resoluoioi's 186 (]96^) of 4 March.., 167. (19^4)

1 of TO June, 195 (196^) of 9 August, 19V (196*4.)35 March, 19^

of P5 Rerte,n>;-r, and 198 (396̂ ) of 18 Dece-rber Iy6'4, 201 (1965)'of.

19 Me cell, 706 (1969) of 16 jyi^rch, 222 (l96r) of l6 Jur>e and .25.1'(1966)

of \[? Do comber 1966, is WP13 a°> t]"1^ con^-cic'i-, oy'r̂ '-'Sscd by the

Prcsla-'iit at the ll^Jrd meeting on J ] August 196'i and at the I585rd.

meeting on 2J(-A^ Uoveniber 19'67̂  '' ' • .""•'••••

2. Calls tpon all Gc.T'ernments concerned thety in accordance .with

t^cir obligeciors under the Charter, they should desist, from the use

oi force or "chc threat of ~che u:e of force to achieve their ends; ,
* • 4-&si/iA I* ~w *̂ C

thai, they anould recpeci, the sovereignty, independence and-j integrity

ol the Republic of Cyprus; end that they should refrain from any

military intervention..;in the-affairs' of -the Republic of Cyprus.

I.1 Potes with 'satisfaction,.that the/Governments of Greece and Turkey'

3 r> compliance -with the Secretary-General's appeal have .agreed as'a

first step to withdraw from Cyprus their forces in'excess'of .-their

respective contingents, and trusts that this will soon be-,followed

,by1'the complccc withdrawal from the Island o^ all.non-Cypriot';'armed

. forces othor thTi. those of the Uru Led N-itionn.

^ ' "
'* ri

j



l|-" 2̂l££lI!l̂ I the Secretary-General's offer to use h.J s yoo'i offices

''with the three 'Governments concerned in connection with the issues

..":.',-raised'in the aforementioned appeal, subject to the approval of the

-/Security Council 'as.',appropriate, and invites the parties to avail

";. themselves of the good offices of. the Secretary-General in a new

;. .effort towards arriving at a; just, and peaceful settlement of this

:••.- long-standing question, in'-"accordance with the' principles of the

•? Charter'and'the relevant resolutions ol:.the-'.Security Council and

.T. ^e General Assembly. :

C' 5 • . ; Extends • once more the'stationing in Cyprus of the United Nations

^ peacekeeping iorce_, os established under Security Council Resolution 186
; " '
(196̂ ) for a further period of three months ending 26 March 1968.

&.„_!.£._ _«!«„ .
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i\\ oiu.:<: <7 ; . : ; ;H .;. 11 i'iu!;'tivirred peace ,

K _ l_c_o_nM _n_; :, I. IK:; nppo •?. 1 add res sed I>y t,!tc ' ~ : t - •..-. re i.a ry- . . ' j< jn<. ! rn 1 to
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N oi i gj:; UK-' i i o y > o r l s of f - , ] i o Socr-o Uu'y- f ;f;w r;< J (S/Ha' lB A d d . 1-0
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l>_oaJ.J_in£ the Tlcsolutioh 'ol March 4, 10G--1,

^'o I injg that 't hp. • novernmcht o:l' Cyprus has agreed tlini in view

op vjrimliii!/, cortd itions-- in the. islarid, it is neees^ary . tu continue

1 )ir :»r<".iM\orr of tlir; forco Vieyond; -llocomher 20, 1007,,

1. Extep.ds the 'stationing in Cyprus of (.lie United Nations

1V;icn-K<i(7uing: ,!;'orce Vstabl is hud undrr the Sccuri ty Council

'Resolution of March 4 , 1964 for a period of three (six)

snoaS.h.s oric'li.ng i^larch .26 in t!m firm ox]»ectation that the

parties to ..tho dispute will makn conoertod efforts towards

a nf.:aoe:fiil • 's'olut.ioh and an agreed se ttlrn:cnt of the problem

of Cyprus,' ' ••' . ;,'•:,..••-.:,;••;'•--. • ' ..' •

2. Invitns tho .parties ,,,;i n accordance with !;hr: appeal of

.the Snc.ro tary-Gnhoral of 'the 3 Decoiiiher 1967 and availing

tViempe IVRS , as nooossary , "", of his good offices, to proceed

to a peace; ful and brdnrly disarmament of all forces in :
./. ;'>

Cyprus constituted after Ilecember 1963 and to devise '""•.-( .

practical arrangements to safeguard internal security

embracing the safety of all the people of Cyprus, . ' " ' :

3. Asks the pai'ties to refrain from the use of methods of -

violence for the pm~pose of gaining political advantage,

^ rj 40 Declares that the functions of the rNFIG_YP shall i

f he effective supervifiion oJ the measures and arrangements ;A';;5s

' , envisaged under operatise paragraph 2 above as well as the '•• '||
•: ':•&'$

proven* ion of all further importation or build-up of arms, '̂||

in Cyprus calculated to endanrer the peace in i he

3jT" rf*

I:;,-T- t ' \ T
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Draft a real by the President

After cons-ultntions with themerabres of the Security Council^

... I have been authorised to make the following statement in behalf
•.'•'< ' . - " . " • ' • *

of the Security Council. . Having heard the statements of the

• representatives of Cyprus, Turkey and Greece, the Security. Council

v :,has,. decided to give its full support (to the urgent appeals of the .;

V !.?. '•" ' ' • . ' • ' ' . . ' • : ' ' • • • ' ' . " '',':

Secretary-General and urges all the parties concerned to show the utmost
' ' . , ' • ' ' • . ' • • • ' a n d ;'". ' . . . . • " '

moderation--and restraint}to refrain from any action likely to worsen

the situation in Cyprus. The Security Council requests the parties
•, <• ' ' • ' . • , • • ' ' i;; :.. conc.erned to co-operate in the full application of the resolutions

"adopted previously by the 'Security Council and in assisting the

••'Commander of the United Nations; Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus to

carry out his tasks.

\ ,

11 "V1 « *' I.



•• ' .••' ' . ' . • Draft 'statement by: the President

•v- ;.;,..:.-After. holding consultations with the members of the Council, I have

..been'-.:author!2ed to make the following statement on behalf of. the Security.
••-.'. • [ \ ' ; ; • ' • . . ; . . ' ' - ' • ' • ' • '

:-:Cxpun"cil: • • ' ' • . • :

;1"^;vl%v.: :;:The Council has now acquainted itself with the position of the parties

v'directly^concerned. .It is gravely concerned in view of the tense and

^i^fe^-:v^W''' '": . , , - . ' ; :-• • - ' ' ' •
;:dangerous' situation r esulting from recent events in Cyprus. The Council

it-'
efforts undertaken by the Secretary-General to

maintain peace in the region and addresses an urgent appeal to all the

parties concerned to show the utmost moderation and restraint and to refrain

from any act which might aggravate'the situation in Cyprus and constitute a

threat to the-peace. The Security Council further requests all concerned

urgently to assist and co-operate in all efforts directed at keeping the

peace and arriving at a permanent settlement, $?"-. ,

vw'tmm-



Draft .jtatejaent _ly,.the Pr-.sig.ent

After holding consultotions vith the members of the Council,

I have been authorized to .-alee the following c^teaent en behalf of

the Security Ctetincil:

The Council has now acquainted itself with the position of the parties

directly concerned. It IK gr vely concerned in v iev of the tense and

situation vith regard to Cyprus. The Council notes with
s*-'
the <3f forts undertaken by the recret;.o?y-Gener-jl to help

maintain peace n the region and calls upon all the parties concerned

to 'jhow the utmost moderation and restraint and to refruin from &ny act

•which might aggravate the situation in Cyprus and constitute ii tl.reat to

the peace. The -'"ecuirity Council further request:- all concerned urgently

to assist and cooperate in keeping the peace and arriving at a permanent

settlement in accordance with the resolution of the Security Council of

4 March 196*4.



DRAFT C (REVISED)

The Security Cqujncil., .V

Noting the appeals addressed by the Secretary-General to the

Governments of Greece, Turkey and Cyprus on November 22, November 24,

and December 3, 1967, and the replies made by all three Governments

to those o.L" November 22 and December 3, and by the Governments of

Greece and Cyprus to that of November 2');

Noting that the Secretary-General has indicated in his appeal

of December 3, '1967, and in his report of-December 8, 1967, that his

good offices would be available to the parties on request^for

purposes Indicated in those, cc-mmuni cat ions;

' M°Jt:i£ijj; from the said report of the Secretary-General that •'•

circumstances continue to require the presence of UNF1CYP in Cyprus

for n further period;

.̂ Ltillii that the Government of Cyprus has agreed that in view of

prevailing conditions with regard to Cyprus it is necessary to continue

the force beyond December 26;

1- Reaffirms its resolution 186 (196 M) and its subsequent resolutions

as well as its expressions of consensus on this question;

2. Jlxtentls the stationing in Cyprus of the United Nations Peace

Keeping Force established under the Council's resolution 186 (1964)

for a period of three months ending on March 26, 1968;

3. Calls upon all the parties concerned to continue to show the utmost

moderation and restraint and to refrain from any act which might

aggravate the situation in Cyprus and constitute a threat to peace;

''. Ijiyitps the parties to avail themselves of the good offices of

the Secretary-General with a view to agreeing on proposals for the

elimination of tensions (in and with regard to Cyprus?) which would

be submitted for the consideration of the Council; '•

5. Agrees to remain seized of this question and to re-conyene for its

further consideration as soon as circumstances so require. ';



- 2 -

Note:

(1) A paragraph dealing with progress towards a final

settlement has had to he abandoned for lack of

prospect of toleration of any text by all the

parties.

(2) Cyprus and Greece have one or two reservations

regarding this draft. Jn particular, they would

like an additional paragraph calling for respect

for the sovereignty,and territorjal integrity of

Cyprus. ?

(3) Turkey has strong reservations about the draft as

, a whole; it would prefer a straightforward concen-

tration on the future role of UNFICYF.



The Security Council,

IToting the appeals addressed by the Secretary-General to the

Governments of Greece, Turkey and Cyprus on November 22, November

2lj., and December 3, 1907,

Noting the replies of the three Governments concerned to the

appeal of the Secretary-General of December 3 in which, inter alia

the Secretary-General preferred his good offices, and their replies

to his previous appeals,

Noting further the R'eport of the Secretary-General of December
a»^ ***»

8/and the Observations contained therein/,

Hoting from the s aid Report of the Secretary-General that circumstances

continue to require the presence of UNPICY? in Cyprus for a further

period,

Woting that the Government of Cyprus has agreed that in view of

prevailing conditions with regard_jbo Cyprus it is necessary to

continue the Force beyond December 26,

1. Reaffirms its resolution 186 (19614.) and its subsequent

resolutions as well as its expressions of consensus on this question;

2. Extend s the stationing in Cyprus of the United Nations

Peacekeeping Force established under the Council's Resolution



I *1 186 (I961(.) for a period of three months ending on March 26, 1968;

3» Invites the parties promptly to avail themselves of the .,
u\ (\\-i ̂ r̂ l̂ fa $i c "

good offices preferred by the Secretary-GeneraL and ife quest's the

Secretary-General to report on the results to the Council as

appropriate!

{4.. Calls upon all the parties c oncerned to continue to show

the utmost moderation and restraint a nd refrain from any act which

might aggravate the s ituationj

the parties concerned to undertake a new determined

effort to achieve the objectives of the Security Council with a

view, as requested in the Council's consensus of November 2k/2%

1967, to keeping the peace and. arriving at a permanent settlement

in accordance with t he Resolution of the Security Council of

4. March I961j.;

^* Decides to remain seized of this question and to

reconvene for its further consideration as s oon as circumstances

and developments so require.



': " The r.ccurity Council,

N_oW_n£; the appeals addressed by bhe Secretary General

to thci Govcrnmonts of Greece, Turkey and Cyprus on Novem-

ber 22, November 24, and December 3, 1967;

Noting the replies of the three Governments concerned

to the appeal of the Secretary General of December 3 in

•; r which, 2̂ t.er alia, the Secretary General preferred his

; .good offices, and their replies to his previous appeals;

Noting further the Report of the Secretary General

• of December 8 and the Observations contained therein;

.Noting from the said Report of .the Secretary General

•:; that circumstances continue to require the presence of
..,;,

:j UNFICY1? in Cyprus for a further period;

;••: Noting that the Government of Cyprus has agreed that

in view of prevailing-conditions with regard to Cyprus

••• it is necessary to continue the Force beyond December 26$

1. Reaffirms its.Resolution 186 (1964) and its

' • subsequent resolutions as well as its expressions of

consensus on this question;

I - . 2. Extends tho stationing in Cyprus of the United

| Nations Peacekeeping Force established, under the Council's

| :; Resolution 186, for a period of three months ending on

| -j March 26, 1968;

I '''"' 3» Invites tho parties promptly to avail themselves

1 : of the good offices preferred by the Secretary General
'< .;••: • . .1 and requests the Secretary General to report on the

..;)> results to the Council as appropriate;



/!'* £;i:Llii_Ji!î  a-1-"' tno parti,1;; concerned to continue

to nliovj the utnost .moderation and rout mint and refrain

from any net v.'hich might aggravate the oltujitlon;

5« UrjseG the parts OG coucorned to uridortfike a now

determined effort to achieve the objectives of tho Security

Council with a view, as requested in tho Council's con»

senauG of Novomber 2̂ /25, 19̂ 7* to keeping tho peace arid

arriving at a permanent settlement in accordance with

the Ko solution of the Security Council of ̂  March 3,964s

i] to remain seisicd of this quautlou

to reconvene for ito further consideration aa soon

circuiiistancos and developments so require.

> .,,, -,_.,.,.,, . jy 4-:t-j(iyJ;;^o«v:."o'si'li! ^::~anwnriBpiipj|!fa[jjj l-W'^W^iT^TOW''^'?^^/^.^^.'?^
H6- r f»*-3 ~J^T^--«WT'Wr^=;»rre'~?Tys^n>^r^^^^r?'B*^^ •^'fiv1(iVL'^a^^fy^.y^rf--jff-j'>-*-^t.-rijgCT"B;cg'iarpr1rT^^/«^» - -,..-,, . w ^-.^

, ':-- i .. '", ."**:, ' , ' '•' 'I -; •;;'!'"• i' • • ' • i..:'5'('."'r''-*t,,--vV ;',f " ; , ' • • ''' : •' ' ' ' * > ' ? ; • • • ' • ' ' • • ' • • , - •
• • •'• ' • . ••• f ' ' - ' ; . - ; >C:: .;..-;4*;§f ;.;;•-• 'fVK^- «*'^-',-Vci' - "; .-•''•. ' • • - •" ' . , ' ' / v*7- ^V

.?"V.5*^".i, f*».« ti?5SSS»-t-it&fe^>3v^v'4ijiStf«.;.;,rt.,,\>teJi ...„:','.';:/.... ' •'„„. . . ,j>»;.,,; .".i,./..S ;..' :<'idC,:*;vl>>J:',,. _



The Security Council,

Not ing the appeals addressed by the Secretary General to the Governments

of Qsrprua,,, Greece^nd Turkey on 22! November, 24 November and 3 December

and tho report of the Secretary General of 8 December, 1967 (S/8286),

No tins "the replies of the three Governments concerned to the appeal of

the Secretary-General of 3 December in which the Secretary-General preferred

his good offices, and their replies to his previous appeals;

Noting from thr said Report of the Secretary-General that circumstances

continue to require the presence of the United Nations Peacekeeping Force

in Cyprus for a further period;

Noting; that the Government of Cyprus has agreed that it is necessary to

continue the Force beyond 26 December 1967;

1. Reaffirms its Resolution 186(1964) of '4 March 1964 and its subsequent

resolutions as well as its expression^of consensus on this question;

2. Extends the stationing in Cyprus of the United Nations Peacekeeping

Force established under the Council's Resolution 186, for a period of three

months ending on 26 March 1968;

3. Inv.itos the parties promptly to ava;ii themselves of the good offices

preferred by the Secretary-General and requests the Secretary-General to

report on the results to the Council as appropriate;

4. Calls upon all the parties concerned to continue to show the utmost

moderation and restraint and refrain from any act which might aggravate the

situation;

**• Ur'ges the parties concerned to undertake? a new determined effort to

achieve the objectives of the Security Council with a view, as requested in

the Council's consensus of 24/25 November 1967, to keeping the peace and

arriving at a permanent settlement in accordance with tin1 Resolution of

thf Security Council of 4 March 1964;

^ • Decides to rerun an seized of this question and to reconvene for its

further considers t Jon ns soon ns circumstances iirul developments so require.
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XBTKODUCTIOH

i« This report ©a t&© tJaite<3 ^atioss Operation ia Cy^ras covers

frora 8 ?s!are& fco 7 Juno 196S aatl bffiags ai> so

record of tlie aeeivities otf £!i© 'Juited Nations >9@

in Cyprus (ONFJCTP) ^ur^uiaat to the maad«»te laid down ia

Security Coaacil r^solutioa of 4 Mareli 1964 aad s

off the Coaiatsil relati-a^ So C^^ru@»

The last tSia'eo soatlie la Cyprus h&v& beois marked by a

of teaaioii asd elear siaalfesSaSioas of a ^ersea'al desire

to avoid iseitisgat^ tfcafi tai^bt jeoi>ar«lisse an 4 m^ raving political
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I* THE UNITED SATIOHS PEACB-K08FIWG FORCS IK CYPKUS

Se At the erad of t&e period covered &^ ray last report, £fte strength

of the Oaited Rat a one Fore© in Cyprus {mif-IGYP) was 4, S70 Military

and I7S civilian ptsliee {S/S44S8 pas-ao 3)9 Oa 7 June

comg>a®itia» of flie Force wa© as folio** s:

1!Q OHP1CYP aa<| Military

Battalion

UNPICYP aisd Military
Polic*

• Battalioo

- HQ OHF1CYP aa^ Military
Foli.ee 15

— Field hospital $4 54

- HQ OWPJCYP aa<S Sl

HQ and
114 882

SS3

- HQ ONFICYP
3S

- Battalion S3 3. 618

Uaitotf Kiaetfoin - BQ ONFIGYP asd SULlitary
asa

x-ecoasiai si«
aaace &qu@dro& 760

Total military peesoaael 49 446
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Totfeal.

SI

Austria 4i

4O

Total Civilian Police

TOTAL UKFIC7P:

Tfe© £01 lowing eftattgoa £c*®k place duriag the perAt»4 of thi©

(a) Auia t y.a.a s A partial rotatiaa of traapa wa© carri&d oat

at the ©ad of whicfe th& total strength of the Contingent

A rofe^^iais wa© carried cssst Att which tin® 1s

Ppalac«e* Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, a

from the 3rd !?egi«©»t Ca madia a Hor@e Artillery aad B Sqa^tdrou of

Fart Carr^ Horse r@^laeed the 1st Battalion the Black Watch

Highland Begitn&st} and C 3<|ua(lE*aa of tSi© Fort Garry Horse.

Tit© total ®ts*@ngt;ii of fciie Coati.@g@nt decreaa©d &y 3 all raak@e

Oemaark t A rotatioa was corried oat An which the 8t&

Battalion t^as relieved b^ tii© 9tfa r>aaish !Jattalida«

total @t«?eagtii of tlie Coa tie gent decreased by 13 all faafes

C1^) Fialaa<l i A further partial rotation took plae4»s

tlse total streagtb of the Coatingent &jf 29 mea« Tiie

troops form part o£ tfee 9th Piaulali iSatt^liona

{©} Ijp^ J^aat^ s A rotatioa was carried out An which the 9th

Group was relieved b$ the 10th Infantry Groupa Tfe® total

of tfe.® Coatiageat increass^d b<j? 1 soldi© r«

?^5 Sw@<aea ; A rotafioa was carried out i& which site 4Otb

Swedish '^attalioa replaced the 30»!i Swedish Battaliosio The total

gtli of ei^e Contingeat increased by 10 all raake«
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lla.jl.fc ©4 ...KiagdQCT ? A partial fetation took pise© in which

1st Battalias the Da fit am Li^ht la fast try relieved the l&t Battalion

Eli® Roys! Greea Jackets, aad C SquadroaB 4th /?th ftoyal Bragooa G u a r d s

8 Squad Fons Tis© total atfeagth of the Coat lag ©at

9O ail ranks.

Tfee Fore© 4e aou deployed a® follows (9©e attached

KQ UKCJVPOLt Gotubitied etaff.

Civilian Police

Civilian Police

Jj a a t .

Coatiageitt

CivilAaa

Police

Civiliait '«

Irish

Civilisa

Civilian P

Caaa<3asta Coatiageatt

6u This Force regain© asdef th© cottunaad of Lie>ui:©aaat~<n©£i8S*si

An Be Martala» My Special "epreseatative ia Cjfi>r-j,a coatiaae«8 to

S*@ lilr. B.P.



w, $ •»

BO

7* The ftmctioa of £&© Uaited Haticms Peae©"»tiee&>iag Tore© in

Cyprus w*@ defined by £&e Security Coancil ia is.® r@aalitti.oa 186

04* 4 March 1964 is the £011®w&»g terms:

iat0r<*?©t of preserving &at@r national peace aa<3
security s to as@ is® best efforts £o prevent a r&eu
Of ?igh£iag aad, a© ae«0ssiasiy8 So eoQtribute So the
tens nee n>u& reatoratioa of la^ and ard@r aad a return

So TheS rosolatios f^ast reaffirsne^ by the Coumcil iu its subs©queat

re@olata.oas of 13 ^©re!i9 2O J'an©9 $ August 8 2S Se^tembes1 aiid 13

1964 g 19 Marcfa, IS Jsssaes ID August assd 17 neeeraber

16 Jtsus© aad JLS &ee@«ib@r 1966 1 19 Jaa© a ad 23

Store* 196fl.

9« Tlio gaining prAacipl©® gavefsljjg tlie operatiou of th@ Pore®0

±a my report of 10 ^ept^Mabe? 19S4 {S/&9SG, psra» 7)f

its ef0©cto T&e 4utlea oi} ttoe civilian police elenieat of

F»re<& ar© oueliaed in sny report of S "^ay 1964 (S/S679,, parae 4}0

TUe Political tiaisflm CoKtmittee euatiauasi to flie®t regularly to

Kith tfe® protsleme of iffi^lemoatation of tUe mandate and ^uestAoa

relationships between tfte Oovernweat aad the Turkish

conimuait^r, The IJFKF2CY? Deputy Chief of S t a f f 8 who acS© a0

^ the Senior Political and te$al Advises* and Jii© s t a f f 0 the

Police Adviser an4 the Pare© Bcoaomics Officer tsaet separat.ely wi th

Officers repr@a@a%ing tls© CiOverasjeai and fib© Turkish

Bet«esn 9 larch aa«S 7 Juae 1968 tli© Cysm-^iese© held

sis© aieetia&s with th@ GoveSrrnmeist Political Liaisoa Or?icer

eigiit wifch tfee Turkish Cypraot Political Liaiaoa Of f i

Ho During its cari^at maa<Iat@ ( ONFICVP suffered sso

as a rosalt of ia£&reoifim«kaal incid@ni;®« sf«>u7ev@rB two

^sad tliirSeeis s*«?re &s>»pi.taliaed as a result of scci<l©o£i3e aad

soldier died from a self »in£ lief ®d



15. T&© overall discipline* uad^retaadiag a»4 5@aria.j- of

aa«S jssen of the t?xiit@d Katioa& Fore® ftav® continued So b® of a high

ortSss'g aiid reflect greet credit oa the Consistent Cdttunam2©r&0

staffs an<3 the a^ned farce® of sh®

C»

13» fjl'^r- JGTi? iijje continued to taaieteia close liaisoE with £lie

ra»jat of Cypraa «ad it.® Turkish C^^riot I©acJ«?rsii3.j.>« The goacl workia.g

relatiuns with t&e Govern m^at secapicy forces, i4iilci*8 is ^&a@rai,

it&ve adopted a rfe^easive poetare, Slave coa§iuuet!p alefc«ugh An

to below <pai"a»iS) the National Guard has

of taovemon^ to ySFJCYP« The auffiber &£ oceasians

Turkish Cy^riot fighters, who liave >naiat€tia&d &a attitude af vigil aac«$»

hsv@ ob@tpacted U^FICY?"* sol<li@p© ia the execution of feliei

bilities has be-esi leass (ban dwria^ the period of the last;

{S/8446B gas-a. 17).

14o HoK@ver t SJsere has be©rs a clisSasrblag ioerease ia

of tlie Kyreais Rosd Agreement dtirissg the curr@ai; i>©s-io<So

fighters have use<s tfa® road with iaereaaiag fre^uenc^ in s^&t© oi*

represeatatioaa by ONFJCVP So Sise T«rkitsh C

Turkish Cypriot fi«iiters have agaia a^poarocS

their -prsaence eossi4 cause teasloa* Tor

OHFICYP represeasatioaa were disregartl^d wli«?a fighters appeared

ia ttaifosw at tb® eel o fore ti an of Turkish Youth assd Sports Hay ia tile

Turkish qsartier of Limssaol, oa .19 ?%y«

I am ylc>a©@4 to report th»t ti»*?t*e- hasj !><3eu

with OJs?FI'C??*s freedom of movoiaeat during sJttj past



The aaiy eases &f significanco were 8t Al«v@a (68

aad 8©Iais t*&g>4 $<3& It 3666}e w&er© 0a »©¥©» separate

OffPJCTr and OTCIVPOL pass^fl© &*««•© preveas©^ from pfae@etJi.ng

tlie mala road through the two villages oa the ^r^uads eitat ttaey

rd camps a«d as &&®h were restric&ed as*0g©<,

aot aeeept tfee« a® ffe&trlefeeil areas aiace they were saat

of thos© agreed SOB and r©cortl©d as the official raat> of IO

1964 C5/6!G20 para» I§7), kaviug unilaterally been placed

in $ay 1967o The astetatioa of the Cyprus

drawn eo tlii© ar&Atrary limitation of IM1S©*! Katioas

of saoveiaant ia an area oof mutually ags^sci «a i>@iwg a restricted

as*@a» At tfee tsasKi tira@9 ia tlie light of dev@latH5i«n£se the

iias slso b@ea askedi t»iat a gemer&i s'e-esamiziatiaa sh^aid be rnatl® of

res trie ted as*sa© t*ith a vie^-^ to poilacia^ t&eir



II. ACTIVITIES TOMAKD5 S JRBV3WTIWC A 8ECURR8NCS >F
ARD COKTK! BOTIKG TO THE RESTORATION ANB fflAlNTBKANCE OF

LAU AND GHOSH

A.

. . , . , ^ ^

(a)

16«> Til® fes©ic 0tr&etar0 of

sulsstaatisi ntodificetion (JurdLn^ the j>ast threre rssoa«i*s aai^ its streagth

ttti<l0? &nns ^entaiais asae&ang©d« TUer<? fes® £>e©iEi ao

ao furtlier ca'aseriptiaa ot* «ay a^©«grossp8<,

17* Tfe© Hat loss 1 Ouard is still deployed ia njaay coastal

but &s regaE-^s its isiian«2 pa8itioase there hay® been

fPQffi sosa© 9utpo@t$« Tfais i© uat aaiy coasi®ten.t: witfe

meat's sarmallaatiait measures, bat it hss 0i©o resulted IB better

tkrougb a higher eoaceaferatioa of recruit® is trailing

Hewevera the c^atieuecS vigiliisiea aa<l ae'&iveii©e«3 of th©

Cypriot fright; ers aad thoir tre^aeat appearance oa their

have been matcft&tf by a ces-taisi increased ^ariaes© on

part t?£* the National Guard, which h&® recently &eos^ more active

pat roll ia& t^os© aress of coaf roatation from which they had

aad have Aza sos?j@ plac@@ fceiKiJOFarily reoccs^ied th@i.£"

Tli® Turkish Cypriot fi^htos* an&ts do aos s^peer So have

noteworthy cht*ag'e», or to have relajset! eitboE" th&ir state of

or Siheir traiaAa,^ and instruction programiiteeo Aithougli

the Government *© sbolitios of coat roles on the Hsoveraent of gooas ha

it le&B risky to redeploy iailitary equipment, this lias aot

affscted the overall epmameat «f the Tarkish Gyp riot

UHFICT? feas act seen or b&®n fatrais^e^ with aay
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th&t Heapoas or ottit-r military eq'-sipJTOiat have rdacb%?<3 the

from oat aide eh© Island 4uriag tbi.<$ p

(e)

To CSJiP!CYP*s kaoHledg« tfeore h«i@ be&& ao chaa^e Aa the total

a oe- fc&e locatioas as? t&e two National Contlugeaes dupiag

the period ascl^r r0wew» OJ1F1CYP ha® t»i»«a iafa£*ra©4 tlsat pss*t of

t!i@ Gre^k National Coasiftge&t will saoa be relie*v@de pr

At tb«? end of Jaaasry 196S pr^paratioaa wsr*? &egua for feh©

of approxiraat&JL^ fealf of the Tar&itsh National C

{S/8446a para» 34}9 The jfotatioa s«l>3@qaaaftl^ took

oa 2$ Sareis 1968 tli^o^gh tke part' of

pss-ty coasist®«S <>0 4S afficars *md 3O6

4§ orfic^g"© iiti^ 3O9 otfees1 s?anks left S

20® toa@ of stores an«i aiamunitiou* which had

the dovepumeat of Cy^ru» through UKFICT'^'s good off ic@«j s wer© im

with the 4ft«o«J3.5g pas't^o Ae in the pasf s ONFICYT- provid««S

j isilAtary police escort© aacl

c d } Sjf ĵ ^EfL^C^^^ £.^ ̂

21» I» my 8Ia3?eh I^€S report to 6U© Socarit^ Cauacilj (S/S446e paras

26 and 27) g I seeste^S tlzat .J had a^S'esds, subject to e^rt^

to s reqaest b^ £U® Coveraments of Cre^d® sad Turkey fosr

the tfJLtbdravial f tfo«a Cyprus of military ^arsaaael of Greece

of Siieig national eositiageat®» 1 liad askea my Special

a«<S th© Fore© Comnaacler to Aaltiate disctsesidaa with

tli® Cyprus Ctoves'aaieist assd the re^j?es«atativo® aC Greece aa«l Turkey

is Nicosia *sa detailed ajpfaagwittttt® aa<! pracsisda.r^s«

SS« A aumber at m@&tia,ga were &«I4 with oCficiaia t>i* the C^^g-as

Cove ram® at aa4 df the Greek aatJ Turkish Qm^asaieSo Hie- f irst two



took place on 9 r^arch^ when the Copras Government aad the

were advised of ?J!?FlCTP*s g>equirem®ft$s ia the form of

the information and ^tafcietieal data about; Gre®k national fore©®

which would be oee@s&&r# if ONFICYF was fco be able So eari?j<- oat the

k of verification with &&y «3@gs*oe of ©ff e»eKiv®&e®&a

® covered sucto points as ®3i© order of ba££l« f

deployment of th& Greek siacioaal Formed anles previously la the

Islaa*J8 acc@®& to all areas where troops head t»e©» stataoaocl

of persosa©! as<l ©qulpmcsat; by type® esifeas-ketS daring

and deploymeat of Creek aationai armj cadres aad

the Greek aatioaa.1 army mission serviag witli she Satioisal Guard 0

cities aad types of ©quipmeas ie£* bebia4 with eh© Satiooisl Guard v

aad full access© to the Creek Natloaai Coatira^eat a0«2 ability So

its agreed a£r@agtft s la a«S«iif;ioav the Cyprua Government was asked

acees-s «o all restricted area® aaci to all r?atioae).l Guard

and cletachirjoaeae These meetia^s were followed by on© with

the Turkish embassy oa 13 Slarefi at which similar

s@ it related to the Turkish Cypriot fighters ^a^si the Turkish

<t-^-i i?

23. On 6 April th© Greek Brnba®©^ iafonaod DNPICYP that on tbe

StaadiRi; that there would be cofaplete Reciprocity oa tfie part of the

Turkish fovernmentp tlie Greek Goverarneut ©greed So ys?ovid© feae

informatioa that had been &sit?di for, witfe the proviso that ia

easea the agp©®raeat of tJs© Cyprus Coveram^at aaoald b©

"Hie JLattsS" fead alreasl^ indicatod its Pall co— operati.an

24* Oa JI4 April a reply s^as received £&&& th® Turkish G

statiag that the military iavolvemesit <»£ Greece aa<3 Turkey is

Islaad presented sigssificasat dif Perenca®, aad the sarao criteria

inspection cotsld not b© applied to the two cas@@« It fe<'juest«?d ttmt

^©rificatioa t»® carrio<l o«6 ia tt«o sta«es9 in which the checking of

the presence of ^Keess Gr©ok watioaal usaits a ad ^reek natioasl
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parseirael assiga«d t® the Cyprus National Gtoard wsM be

tlie sfaae&iBg of far&isM siatieaal ^lesaatSo

there appeals to b© as agreessssst. o® a eiajor aspeet of the

programme <» As 1 Isaire already iadl sated to the Csua&il

pasu* S6}9 trerifien.tiea fej WFICW isrouid be feasifele oaly oa

the basis of fall agreement and eo-operatioa by tke Soversjs&als of

asd furfeey«

la my last report tm WFICW to the C«^scils. I stated

f^rilner diacBssi&ae with the Government, the Force

ref raised fro® eositisai.Bg his periodic iaspsctioaa of the

sigssmeat of weapons isiporteil is Usceeiber i960 *^, owiag t& t&e

position taJceB by the Minister @f tfee lst«rior earij this year that

previously agreed iaispeetioas vould KO I©ager eotrer light- armSy all

isrMeh %?ere gradually to fc& distributed to the Cjprss Police (S/8446,

para» S8)» SNFIC'SP had always refused te accept aiay dis&issties

SigM aad lieairj arms as being a limitation of t&e aiadertaking gi-vesa i«> ise

b^ the

Sf „ At asa ©ffici&l parade iss Kieeeie, ©a 1 April ISSSj a detaelsaest of the

Cyprsta Police Taetieal Ifeses've ceasistiag of abont ISO ai&n were @l»aeri?e^

to be easryiag a quantity of automatic roeket—la^aohers ae well as seels

higlt-potrered pers«Bai arms a© sessi-astesaatie rifles a,a4 sub^t&eitinegims*

ffeis display of uefapossj which was widely publicised % the Greek Gjprlot

Press as feeing part of the &l>@v©-3seiati0Ked e«ja0igBsaeat of imported

pretested by the fur&ish {fOvrersmeat aad the furais^



•» 3.S **

to repeated Kasuraaces of £h© Govsjpameat of

sised tfcat such a di@p3.sy e^uld oilly &e rsgartl©sJ as

likely $<? proraot® su9pici®a at a time uh&n £ea»ioa ia Cyprus

SSa The Pore® Comma ad ©r at o»c@ called at t&e J^iaissry of tins

Interior asd was iafopmed that the ©qalpRttjitil; carried b^f

Police ia tfee psraci® Uaci included tl»o fallowia^ weapons

iss ^uetstioa: 102 M-S8 autofltstic S'ifi@s0 IS

ati<J 18 roek@%-lsaatc^€t£'Ss IS wse adde-4 th&t all of

ao-»eall©d light arrna fead 5>®&» diairllsatetSo Iu eoa«*ef4u«tt€@s

pretseatativs ia Cyprtss and She Fore© Comsiaiidos1 drew

*© atteasioa to she fact t&at: the <lis-tril>uSa.aa af t

arms had been iacossolst^at s^At^ the Ctowrament*s mui@rtdkia^ tm

in© prior aot4.ee of auch distribufcioa (S/7969B gtarua S7)

its avowed inteatioa® a© co>av©Je«S Eo the Fofc© Caeunaade

3.96B, aamejy t^at «*aly li^itt ajfuts Mould be diatr ibafi j jd to the C

Police aatl £S[i@a oa.lj' gf»a«JisaIi^e as its eurreutl^' ased

f5/S446B p?u*a8 2S}» Imrnedimtol^' t&ereafter

carried out a sew it&sp&ctiem of the arms in

was sitowa oulj^ asias Hbici2 ti»e Govern meat; classified aa heavy

and f^ow wtilcfe rochet-l^tiincUers fe-eff-^ @xclud&do The

thereupon iaformacl that its position eoneeraiag the limitation

to h®&v$ &S-M& eontiauetJ to b© aKiaeeei>

la the 4at@re^t® of furthering a ellf*m£e of

ia the Ie.laai3s OPfF2C\*P urged tbe Govern west to return "§<•> ei

t@ ke©p u'vaila&le ^or iasyectioa by the s'^o^ce CoramaaUer all

had lse©ri cliss tribe ted without prior aofcic© to me9 and os

siicli as aatoraatlc rocket-l^uuciiere, w l t i ch were act

^ a gi-olAce force.



30 e FoIlowAog a series off consul tstleme with Covcrnmejit officials,

stated that svsrs' effort: would ?>@ rsatfe to comply witii that

p ftli® Force Comma a tie? carried out aaQf:h@r induction oa 25

when he was sliomi the arm© IB stor© without aa$ di@£ittctiim

fe©i£&g made between light ©ad heavy weapons 0 This i&apec&ioa showed

the situation wa» the same a® afi feia inspection of 2O

(S/83S6( paraa 3S)S s:<c@|>t for Sh® absessc© of 332 sera

hlchp it we© sta§^de had beea issued to Che police aa<l

laager be withdrawn rram $h@m &>ec^us© th©^ wauld have been

31 o ^t tin© (Saese fcisnej, tis© CoveraHteaS aofelfled the Fore©

that bet«©@si Jul^r isud l'50e«fi',ber 1963 it lateaded £o a.i

all of the l&ght arms now ia asortjj la ardes* eo

of She police farce.. The fioveramtitnt hats untjer$ak@a

notice of the date ou wiixch ehiw ^raaual diatri-

will Lsegis asid to ketep UNP2CYP iaf armed of the i)rac©s*8 of

The Pore© Coinraaader will coaiiaue So eagr^ oat

periodic iiispectiosas of the- arms remaining in 8S^r08 which a f te f f

is exi>©cte<S to eoassiss of ell of the h-.savy siiaciiiaegUKSj, ats Some sic

and raortairs 10 the coa^i^iiiment import-ed iss

Bxceps for a ifow iasiaaces in wisicte additional National

Save l>@e« withdrawn front forward positions isafio rear

fcaa beesi no furSlser military diseaga^emenft «J«iria^ the p

r@vi@w, aad it is ualiRoly that this Governtt&ai will

its unilateral wi£hdfai*ali3 so loug sa Us© Turkish

aat take some p8cifya.ag m®a«surea of
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33. In Lar&itca, particularly along Artereis Avenue, the situation

r@miti.nti unchanged since my la^t report (S/3446, ^a^aa. §6 - 58), wi t fc

no withdrawal** by either ti*e National Guard or this Turkish Cypriot

£a.ghter». As « consequence, UMF1CY!* has found itself in tit a awkward

position of Having fca continue? its occupancy o? « Turkic to Cyyz'iot

school, badly needed for educational purposes, which its situated on

Add fet eM of paragraph 33
• • . >*•

As indicftted in previous reports to the Council, similar considerations

apply in the case of the Kophinou police compound (S/7S89, para. 58

ftjul £/8§f ,̂ P«r*« 42). »is«ua»io» is continuing with a view to finding

•one «rr«Bg«nenii wh«r*by families would t^ allowed to return to the

living qn«ort«r» within the conpound, as & first »t«p t« the «oluti«n

of t hi » long-standing

bathing area they had had before the construction at tna "

Ac first, the Government WBJ* obviously ul wa coaceraetl about the

possibility thttt th© structures migiit b« eoavertibie into a email

harbour af military importance Isut tixe inspections carried oat by

IJKFICTP indie a feed that thi« v>f&a not the cuae.

35. A further incideat that undeniably caused alarm ana, were it not

fop the prucienee dx 9 played by thy fiovera»j«nt aad by th* Tarfcish

leadership, might liav<? had serious consequence® occurred on IS

when a Turkish Cypriot lorry travelling sauth from Nicosia ta

stopped by the Cyprus Police on the baeia af information received

upoa being searched, was fuuad to caatain, hidden under

two light nuteiiiae— guas, five sub-maetiiut> ^une, auc5 more then 3,
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33* la LflPttaea, particularly aiding Artemis fW«a«e, thts situation

rewmiaa unchanged since ray last report (S/&446, paraa. 56 * 58), with

no withdrawal* by either the National Ouard or the Turkish Cypriot

fighters. Ats a eoii»0queac«j UHFICY^ has found it«elf ia tho awkward

position 0f having to continue ltd occupancy of a Turkish Cypriot

badly needed for educational pappose*, which is situated on

?»ov0rrtme«t-"hGld side OLS the Lar&aca "Green Line" act! which*

more general d<&cuafroatation ia the area can be initiated,
*•

mi^ht fceeowe a n«?w Qcone «>' conflict if UNPICIT^ l«ft it.

54. Oa 19 April Turkish Cypriote* started to e instruct a eaf f ee-houa®

witb adjoining yeerpation i'wcilitieB at Karaolos Beach in Famafc,asta

?U®tr±ct» Th« Govdrttmeiit strongly i>r0t<est*4 to UNr 7 3CYP agaiast the

new structures, pointing atat that the Turkish Cypriote were violating

eertaitt building laws of the Ke^uislie, including those r«latin,g to

cottetfuction on a <jovertimeet-»own04 foreshore. The Turkish C#,>ri«t»

that mucl* of their property all over the island had been

saizeti and built upas by the "Greek C^riot Administration"

and fciJO Turkish Cypriots of Famagusta needed facilities to replace thtt

bathing or«-a they Dad bad before the construction of the ".New Harbour**.

At first, tlt« Government was obviously ultso coac^raetl about the

possibility that the structures ffii&hi be convertible into a email

harbour &£ military intportartce but the inspections carried out t>y

tJSFlCYP indicated that this was not the case.

3S. A f u r t h e r incident t h a t undeniably caused alarm aud, were it not

for tii<@ pr*iti0a0e ciiaplaywd by tht? ?.over0weKt and by th« Turkish C^priot

l©adershi^f mi^ht h^ve had serious coatsequsejie&s occurred oa IS May t

whea a Turkish Oypriot lorry travelling south f rom Nicosia ty Ktista

tta« stopped by tin? Cyprus Police on the baois of i iaforntat ion received

taa<l, upon bwing searched, was found to contain, isicd^n uxid«?r sacks,

two light Riaci.itn?~6uas, five sub—wach ia® gaae, and «tor® than 3,000



of aiftfiitsttitio&e The Tarklsfe Gypriot 2.<£aif©g>3!;ip

all .fea&fc-lad&e a^ the- case snti 3«raottaced .it as a» act

beat ou prevesitiag f t t r th&p paeificafciaB and an

climate for talke between Gg'^ekflF aad TTur&isn C^priat

pp0«u.®@4 £o <e®z'-£>5r out e thorough investigation i>f the

kad a pesastsria" effoet on public OjjilaiosB fcut ifc a.®

that sucfe Asci^ests place a fteavy st?«la oa thas-e ii»

fiio !?&v®ur farther j^acifficatioa*

30. In view of aucli di t" ficaltaes, i£ is ^rat-if^i^ to ?«*,.> art

tise ,las*t tfaree snonchs liave j>ajis«»{|

Till 9 9 ?c plains tfee brevity of tbo aeetiosi oa specific

pmea t a iu tli«j pre@eat ff^pari; and is p^fiecietl in cL<j re

auoilxgrr of ©hootissg iaei^©«t£j3 reported (pai-a« 38}« Tin;

is tUe more remark &bl«? as lar^e a umbers of armed me a coatinue £a fac©

@aeh otitiep ia taaiay pafts of the laiando Tliat this welcome eal*n ha®

aader sucii ciffduEi^taflcss tieatifios to tthu <lisci ylia^

that s-ank and file soldiers sad Siieir C'JwsMaa^ei'ta eaa

when £iit?re ds the wili to *lo &,&»

37 « N0V63Pfeh©le»sg it is quite appajfeat ti*i.s£ the o^

have ese^red a period of wasct i ful waiting,

ia t&& political spher«« Should thea

the hopes of both *'lpe©fe and Tarkitsh Cyps-iutssp fail to materialise

however, tin? resultia^ disiilasioameat mi^ht •»- if ehs

confront a £i<>n is^ rfiiiny ap@«s is allowed to eotuiaue «•- giv©

and pos«i&i^ aow

g

38» Sliootisg iacidsata daring the period aader r@vaew are

below B The fi^usres far previoats periods as-e A?,iiao s



y , M . _Isc ideal; s.

£oae t»r
Uissjp3.es

ISAeoeia W'&st

Hleoaia East
district

Famasusta 2oae

Limesaal £oa*

t«eka District

K*r«** Di«rl.t

TOTAL

8 Sias? 6@ 7 D0e S7 ? Jaa 1967 6 Dec 66 8 J*3-& 06

7 Jasi 68 ¥ Mas? 68 6 Dee 1967 6 Jtsu 67 & B^c 66

3 2. 26 39 §

3 7 11 11 11

3 S 35 33, 22

1 6 4 1 S 8

$ 23 100 M 76

20 SS SI 169 164

37 67 284 346 . SaS

It: Is Uf«F!Cyp*s aj,ji.8iojs that Sherd have

of the cease~f±jf©0 Th© shouting iacid@a£i!> caa be a t^ r i feu

to young a&4 xaeKperieaee'd personn&la

40= The?© has beesi a reduction of 4$ j>er cent as curfj tjar©<! ^i.th the

previous periode Of the 37 incidents reported, S fe^ve bcesi

to Turkish Cypriot figliters and 1O to Natiooal r-attrtJ sulcliers* Tb®

s^etnsiatSeff wer© »f uaksiawa origin for ^hieSi res.jauBi

foe fi»sd»

41a This* Curshei;- sabataatial radacts.on in shouting

Sis«j ^«aos*al lesstsaia^ of t@aaa.osi all over tiiss Islands lyr^jely resulting

laeasuraa 3Ltflplem<m£e<J by tfit? O



law and

th yorfc sf tisc

42. The l-'nitoa Nation* Civilian Jolict* (UKCXVTOL) fee,** eon'vinua,ii te

assist In tfe» ssaiaterauitte ef Jaw and enter in iMceerdttiuw with the

instruction* 0mtlia©^ i<% saj i*0|.̂ rt of 2! H&y i§)i4 (S/$^fi, para. 4).

peri«d coverad. by the j>r«aent report, its duties ware seb-

a>» tfeose 4er»crib«dl ta ifg ln»t report

(Si) InVjBat.tii^tigii yf -gg^jff, .-<jtfMi

43. Slering ttt* p«rio4 satier review, ne«,rl7 «il ef tins

«t»n4uc&«ti bjf 8HCIVFOL «4»is» <»f & fairly rau&in^ a»tar«}

of fclteftry dwasg* te er«p« or property «ad ia^tdries «e«««jriil3ag the

of »ev^r&l

• it.

which a Turkish Cypriot was hilled by an *nti~pos*hing patrol of the

Cyprus Police at * place situated about <m« aile fr«a the Turkish

Cypriot village of Vretcha i» tlte Paplio* Forest, the ease ia

investigated by IWCIV1H)L, and the local authorities have

been urged to prevent any action that might inflame the situation.

On 31 May UNFICTfP informed the Sovermaent of the results of a

Turkish Cypriot autopsy perforated in the presence of on UNFXCYP

aedieal officer and asaked for a thorough investigation of the incident*

44a. In reply, the Minister of the Interior stated that he had

directed that an urgent and thorough investigation should be carried

ont, although the details of the autopsy report could only he

accepted with certain reservations since the autopsy had not been



accepted -with certain reservations since the autopsy had not been

performed by a Government pathologist an«il the Cyprus Police had

been prevented from visiting the scene of the shooting*

44b. In a letter dated 1 Jun@, Dr. Rtteltnk said that the assertion

of the Cyprus Police that they had fired in self-defence was untrue,
JL.t&/ (5̂ 2̂

that the victim «MP not (|i poacher hat a rural constable on patrol

and that the autopsy shoved that he had been shot more than once

from behind. Br« Kuefauk added that the taild punishment raeted out

la the past to Greels Cypriot pel icemen wito had billed Turkish

Cypriota only encouraged further unjustified killings. He called

for strict punishment in tlNPfMMHMMBt easasand for the payment of

approximately £5,090 ia compensation to the victim's family, who had

lost their breadwinner. Dr. Ku«tinMa letter ha4 been drawn to the

Government's attention.



lilies la

ypri^t Is&dersfeif ls&4 4^cli&e<l to f&eiiii&ts 1*1 a

8s S I4s^ Ii6is fee*»ver$ t-h® i«fisal furEiab Cynrlst |>elie

lite ©T«T is tli® Syprsis police it^ssgh i®C!WtL» fSs® alleged

MI Hag ©f a furkish C^-priot

s@»t«a®©d to f«Mger years' SspH sosBa

oa I? tJaasarj IMS (S/i2S8f pars, t? «a4 8/844® 9 pas^. 07

frs® eusttir^ «^ IS April &s a result ef «w* aet ©f

®£ iheod is0B& &11 per seas

for e>£f«aees e©»a0©te«I wifcfe tk@ e^ergeite

IIMFlC^f b&s $@sr»ed with great sistisf&ctiea tb@.t

C^priets arrested &^ the ej>*r*ts Follee for ,0-0

with t!as sssergeia s-sr©

48* Three €r©®fs »sd fiire

wwlef rc»vi0w wer® l^ssi©^ fey t/HSIWCt

T^r&isfe C^prlots reporisd siaaiHg dteri^f the »ast aae-ath



Ill* ACtlVm&S A t&

4f»« The apjss&l ossai&iasd 4s e^ last report

®ssl It is t® fe© looped that t&e a®® a

will fee ®1S«B^«€ ta ©wjl'pe; list©

9 vhieh stro easeataal to the gr©wt& of a spirit ©f

tins Siftiag of ell rsstrie&ieis® pr«vio«sly fep®se4t ©s tb©

o® 10 SSar&fe *t tte* C©tf«ips»tfiia^!@ re^sest tltat

ao «iffieial

®§| «a*d te® asfefeerisratioa of

ef Pj'o llauf

besa weSeesesI % the Tujp&ials Cjprist eeiststasity

of

para* 4§) asas! to take a® aeti%m os



§§« ffee a&$r ate®sfsti®r@ lia& ~sl©s> fee® furthered %

of Snaefe. tafffcisfe €yprl©t 1. easier® » For

deel&p««l that d&sp

ifws tsagr is wM«h ti*e Tarfeish

the

to ss©^@ is ew ^ireeticssa tt* is©€?t as*** He

ea t-1©

etesiesltgr ^mte4 ©u feeii©«rftfel6 p®ae®j sise ifeat

its rights ig^sl istereata^ oM It «®s i«"«|>are^ to

* After tfe® SeverafBssat- irestrtotiiaiis wer® lifted is ?%r©t£j say

los(s of ^e're-ssss.t*, 0^ 14

«thsr Tsrltish Sypriat Isadersj iatliestsd tlsst iff

ts iss l&atissg ts,a«l

e its defesaes

I'&r -loeo S'»ati*Se 1

saiS l*e«i sil^gidj. so i'last taeir retso^al kasi ast

®®&!&8!mi®®.$ e,r timt tee fevorssssiit's aet-iuas* Is

fS— f©} tls® di^l^g? ©f |»oliee anas @t th0 f-sto



ef sets® r&sct feaarrlsrs ®«& «f» «ithisa ttus ftarfeisk seet&s* ef

faHPther steps if

40 iMfte tfeafc

tetls

& f&rStiab ^ypriot
Slf

^%£,

tb« fsrfiiali Gyps-let

le

all ii It-

of ffe® ?@&&e i® li^fe^d. t® tli&t of ssilitory Is th©

s s'^gpset &©
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te
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The Secretary-General



/Future S/

21 December 1STO

EEPORT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON THE ACTIVITIES
OP THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE TO THE MIDDLE EAST

INTRODUCTION

1. On 22 November 196? » the Security Council adopted resolution
2J+2 (196?) , Aks t eM . af/whj

. its con t inn ing concern wi th the grave
'"situation in the Middle Kast,

'Emphasizing t l ic inadmiss ibi l i ty of the acquis i t ion
of terri tory by war and the need to work for a jus t
and lasting police in -which every State in the area can
live in security,

Eiii/ihasisiiirj jurthcr that all Member States in the i r
acceptance of the Charter of the United Xations hapve

; undertaken a commitment to act in accordance with
Article 2 of the Charter,

\. Affirms that the ful f i lment of Charter principles
requires the establishment of a just and las t ing peace
in the Middle East which should include the applica-
tion of both the following principles :

(i) Withdrawn] of Israel armed forces,.from terri-
tories occupied in the recent confl ic t ;

( i i ) Termination of all claims or states of belliger-
ency and respect for and acknowledgement of
the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political
independence of every State in the area and
their right to live in peace .within secure and
recognized boundaries free frojn threats or acts
of force;

2. Affirms f i t r t l icr the necessity .

(a) For guaranteeing freedom of navigation, through
1 international waterways in the area ;

(b) For achieving a just settlement of the refugee
problem;

(Y) For guaranteeing the territorial inviolability and
political independence of every State in the area,

through measures including the establishment nf de-
mil i tar ized zones;

'v>. AY,/:nv/.T the Secretary-General to designate a
I Speci;:! ' .Representative to proceed to the M i d d l e East

to establish and mainta in contacts with, the Slates
concerned in order to promote agreement and assist

• efforts to achieve a peaceful and accepted set t lement
in accordance \ \ i t l i the provisions and principle.-; in
this resolut ion; . .. . • t

4. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the
.' Security Council on the. progress of the efforts of
I the Special .Representative as soon as possible.'*
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2. On 23 November 1967 I reported to the Council (S/8259) that I had

invited Ambassador Gunnar V. Jarring of Sweden to accept the designation

as the Special Representative mentioned in paragraph 3 of the Council's

above-mentioned resolution. Ambassador Jarring accepted this designation

and arrived at United Nations Headquarters on 26 November, where he entered

into consultation with the representatives of Israel, Jordan, Lebanon and

the United Arab Republic (Syria, the other State concerned, did not at that

stage or later accept the Security Council resolution). After those

consultations with the parties, Ambassador Jarring established the Jfeadquarters

of the United Nations Middle East Mission on Cyprus.

3. In reports dated 22 December 1967, 17 January 1968, 29 March 1968,

29 July 1968 and 3 December 1968 (8/8309 and Add.l to k, respectively),

I reported to the Security Council on the progress of the efforts of

Ambassador Jarring. On 7 August 1970, I was able to inform the Security .

Council (S/9902) that Israel, Jordan and the United 'Arab Republic had j

agreed to take part in discussions under Ambassador Jarring's auspices

for the purpose of reaching agreement on a just and lasting peace between

them. Unfortunately and for well known reasons those discussions were

interrupted immediately after they began. The Members of the Security

Council will have been able to observe that in the last few days it has

become possible to arrange for the resumption of the discussions. I hope

that these resumed discussions will be fruitful. However, it seems

appropriate at this time to provide the Security Council with a somewhat f

fuller account of the activities of the Special Representative than I

heretofore.
ri. ACTIVITIES OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE DURING THE

PERIOD 9 DECEMBER 1967 TO 26 NOVEMBER 1968

4. When the Special Representative first met with the parties in

December 1967, he found that the Israeli Government was of the firm view

that a settlement of the Middle East question could be reached only through

direct negotiations between the parties culminating in a peace treaty and

that there could be no question of withdrawal of their forces prior to such
"^f *

a settlement. On 27 npnt»mh<^r,[•aty*fc*BfM*"*^tj^frstman communicated to the

\_the Minister for Foreign Affairs^, Mr. Abba Eban7\ /•••
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2. On 25 November 1967 I reported to the Council (S/8259) that I had

~ invited Ambassador Gunnar V. Jarring of Sweden to accept the designation

-**£-e— as the Special Representative mentioned in paragraph 5 of the Council's
S i ^

l*£3Lb<J above-mentioned resolution. Ambassador Jarring accepted this designation

and arrived at United Nations Headquarters on 26 November, where he entered

into consultation with the representatives of Israel, Jordan, Lebanon and

the United Arab Republic (Syria, the other State concerned, did not at that

stage or later accept the Security Council resolution). After those

consultations vith the parties, Ambassador Jarring established the Headquarters

of the United Nations Middle East Mission on Cyprus.

3. In reports dated 22 December 1967, 17 January 1968, 29 March 1968,

29 July 1968 and 5 December 1968 (S/8309 and Add.l to h, respectively),

I reported to the Security Council on the progress of the efforts of

Ambassador Jarring. However, in view of the delicate nature of his mission,

these reports were largely confined to a formal account of his contacts with

the parties, whether in the Middle East or elsewhere, and contained only a

brief indication of the difficulties which he had encountered. In the present

report, the formal account of his activities has been brought up to date.

In addition, Ambassador Jarring has felt, and I concur, that, in view of the

long period of time which has elapsed without any significant agreement

between the parties on the major points at issue, he should submit to me

for inclusion in this report a somewhat more detailed and substantive account

of his exchanges with the parties from the outset of his mission. This,

however, would not go so far as to cover to any substantial degree his many

oral discussions with the parties.
i
I. ACTIVITIES OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE DURING THE

PERIOD 9 DECEMBER 1967 TO 26 NOVEMBER 1968

4. When the Special Representative first met with the parties in

December 19̂ 7, he found that the Israeli Government was of the firm view

that a settlement of the Middle East question could be reached only through

direct negotiations between the parties culminating in a peace treaty and

that there could be no question of -withdrawal of their forces prior to such

a settlement. On 27 Dec emberj/jBcrrtgmditî ^ communicated to the
"~ " ĵ , "3+SuijiJi— ** -̂  /
Minister for Foreign Affairs^ Mr. Abba Eba«V\ / • • •



Special Representative a proposal that Israel and the United Arab Republic

representatives should, as a first step, discuss an agenda for peace. The

Israeli proposals for such an agenda were:

"1. Political and ̂ Juridical JFroblems : The replacement of cease-fire
M««**MM*̂ MMM̂ B̂̂ M«lMBW«p̂ B̂«*aW*̂ M̂M̂ *M̂ n̂p̂ wmMM̂ ^̂ Ĥ ^̂ B̂

arrangements by peace treaties ending the state of belligerency,

ending all hostile acts and threats and embodying a permanent

undertaking of mutual non-aggression.

"2. Territorial and >E>ecur ity problems : The determination of agreed
~ ' /

territorial boundaries and security arrangements. Agreement on this

measure would determine the deployment of armed forces after the

cease-fire.

"3. Navigation Ĵ roblems : Practical methods should be discussed for

ensuring free navigation for all states including Israel in the Suez

Canal and the Gulf of Aqaba when the cease-fire is replaced by peace.

In the light of tragic experience, it is evident that international

declarations cannot by themselves solve this problem. Concrete

measures and guarantees are required.

"4. Economic /CTObl ems ; Proposals for terminating boycott practices
^and instituting normal economic relations."

5. The United Arab Republic and Jordan, for their part, insisted that

there could be no question of negotiations until the Israeli forces had

been withdrawn to the positions occupied by them prior to 5 June 1967.

Reacting specifically to the Israeli proposals for discussing an agenda

for peace, thenteidX!B&xteaax3&̂ ^ stated that the

withdrawal of Israel's forces to the positions held prior to June 1967

was a basic and preliminary step to a peaceful settlement in the Middle East.

6. An Israeli proposal for Discussions on an agenda for peace with Jordan

was submitted to the Special Representative on ifbc January 1968. It followed

the same general lines as the proposal for the United Arab

contained more detailed suggestions for economic co-operation, as well
as the following new topics:

Minister for Foreign Affairs of the United Arab Republic,

Mr. Mahmoud Riad,



"HumanitarIan jE*roblems: In the proposed negotiation, high

priority should be given to a solution of the refugee problem,

with international and regional cooperation.

"Religious and historical sites; Access to sites of special

religious significance should be discussed. The Government of

Israel clarified its views on this subject in several verbal and

written communications to the United Hations."

It was also stated:

"In the meantime, it is urgent that breaches of the cease-fire

and activities by EL Fatah and other such organizations should be

suppressed and every effort made on both sides to avoid exchanges

of fire."

7. The proposals, when communicated to the Jordanian authorities by
objected to

the Special Representative, were segaxbeac in the same way as the proposals

to the United Arab Republic had been.

8. Faced with these conflicting positions, the Special Representative

sought to obtain from the parties an. assurance that they would implement
<̂ ft2(19oj))

J&8 Security Council resolutioi?,l.n~the hope that such a declaration would

be regarded as a basis for subsequent negotiations between the parties.

The Special Representative received from Foreign Minister Eban a number

of formulations of Israel's position on the Security Council resolution,

of which the last,dated 19 February 1968,read as follows:

"1. The Government of Israel, out of respect for the Security

Council's resolution of 22 November 1967 and responding affirmatively

thereto, assures you of its full cooperation in your efforts with

the states concerned to promote agreement and to achieve an accepted

settlement for the establishment of a just and lasting peace, in

accordance with your mandate under the resolution.

"2. Israel's position has throughout been that the best way to

achieve the objective of the Security Council resolution is through

direct negotiations. However, as a further indication of Israel's

cooperation, we are willing that this be done in a meeting convened

by the Special Representative of the Secretary-General.
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"5. On February 12, 1968, I informed you of Israel's acceptance
of the Security Council's call in its resolution of 22 November 196?

for the promotion of agreement on the establishment of peace. The

United Arab Republic is also aware of Israel's willingness as explained

on 1 February to negotiate on all matters included in the Security

Council's resolution. We accept the sponsor's view that the principles

recommended for inclusion in the peace settlement are integrally linked

and interdependent.
"4. We have noted the United Arab Republic's willingness to 'implement'
the Security Council's resolution and fulfil its obligations thereunder.

It is a matter of concern that the United Arab Republic statements,

unlike those of Israel, do not specifically use the precise terms of
the resolution in such crucial matters as 'agreement1 and the 'establishment
of a
flax just and lasting peace1, and that the United Arab Republic has not

yet agreed to a process of negotiation without which, of course, a

declaration of willingness to fulfil the resolution»is of no substantive

effect. The resolution is a framework for agreement. It cannot be

fulfilled without a direct exchange of views and proposals leading to

bilateral contractual commitments. The United Arab Republic position

is, therefore, still deficient in important respects. We are, however,

conscious of the importance of the fact that the United Arab Republic
and Israel have both responded affirmatively to the call for
cooperating with you in the mission laid upon you by the Security Council.
At the same time, it would be unrealistic to ignore that there have been
sharp differences of interpretation of what the resolution entails. To
subscribe to similar declarations does not of itself.solve practical
issues at stake. A

"5. It is accordingly urgent to move forward to a more substantive

stage and to embark on a meaningful negotiation for achieving the just

and lasting peace called for by the Security Council."

In discussions with the Special Representative, Foreign Minister Eban stated

that Israel would not object to an indirect approach to negotiations provided

that it was designed to lead to a later stage of direct negotiations and

agreement.
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9. The United Arab Republic Foreign Minister gave repeated assurances that

the United Arab Republic was ready to implement the Security Council resolution

as a whole and to fulfil its obligations under it, but stated that it

would not accept direct negotiations. The United Arab Republic accepted,

loweveiy indirect negotiations! JHfowever, the first step must be an Israeli

declaration "in clear language" that it would implement the Security Council

resolution. A

10. The Jordanian authorities caressed a similar point of view to the

Special Representative.

11. The Special Representative then proceeded to United Nations Headquarters

for consultations with the Secretary-General. Returning to the area at the

beginning of March, he informally presented to the parties, to ascertain

their reactions, a draft letter from himself to the Secretary-General, which

would be worded as follows:

"The Governments of Israel and the United Arab Republicr- —i

have both indicated to me that they accept Security Council resolution

2h2 (1967) of 22 November 1967 for achieving a peaceful and accepted

settlement of the Middle East question and intend to devise arrangements,

under my auspices, for the implementation of the provisions of the

resolution.

"The two governments have expressed their willingness to co-operate

with me in my capacity as Special Representative of the Secretary-General

in the discharge of my tasks of promoting agreement and achieving such

a settlement.

"In view of the urgency of the situation and with a view to

expediting efforts to reach settlement, I have invited the two

governments to meet with me, for conferences within the framework
&
of the Security Council resolution, in Nicosia. I have pleasure in

informing you that the two governments have responded favourably to

this invitation."

12. When Ambassador Jarring presented this text to the United Arab Republic

Foreign Minister on 7 March 19̂ 8, the latter stated that recent statements
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by Israeli leaders showed that they were following an expansionist line.

It was no longer sufficient to have Israel give an assurance of intent

to implement the resolution; the Arabs had to be satisfied that the

Israelis were going to "implement it for action". As there could be no

question of a peace treaty, there was no need for negotiations, direct

or indirect, of the Bhodes type or of any other type. If the Israelis

withdrew completely from the occupied territories, peace could be arrived

at by the implementation of the other provisions of the Security Council

resolution under the Council's guidance.

13. In a meeting on 10 March, the Special Representative informed the

Israeli Foreign Minister of the United Arab Republic attitude. He then

informally showed his draft letter to the Foreign Minister, who expressed

the personal view that it would be fully acceptable to the Israeli

authorities if it was also accepted by the other side and led to contacts

between them. Subsequently the Special Representative was informed of

Israel's official acceptance, without conditions, of the text.

Ik. In a meeting on Ik March, the Jordanian authorities stated that they

were ready to accept the proposed meeting in principle provided that the

text was modified to read that the parties had "declared their readiness to

implement the resolution".

15. During the following weeks, Ambassador Jarring paid repeated visits

to the countries concerned in an endeavour to obtain from the Israelis a

more precise formulation of their acceptance of the resolution and from

the two Arab States acceptance of the idea of meetings between the parties

under his auspices.

16. At a meeting in Amman on 16 April 1968, the Jordanian authorities

stated that they were prepared to accept the text of the Special Representative's

draft letter provided that the third paragraph was amended to read as follows:

"In view of the urgency of the situation and with a view to

expediting efforts to reach settlements, I will meet with

representatives of Israel and Jordan for conferences within the

, framework of the Security Council resolution, in New York. I have

pleasure in informing you that the two Governments have responded

favourably hereto."

The acceptance was based on the assumption that the United Arab Republic

would accept an identical text.
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IT* The Israeli authorities found difficulties in the Jordanian amended

text. They had accepted meetings at Nicosia, on the understanding that

the Special Representative's invitation would lead to joint meetings. The

new text appeared to give the impression that only meetings between the

parties and the Special Representative were intended. The change of venue,

while not objectionable in principle, tended to create the impression that

only discussions with the permanent missions in the scope of normal United

Nations activities would take place; a change from Nicosia to a European

city would be acceptable.

18. The United Arab Republic Foreign Minister at first continued to insist

on a prior declaration by Israel of its intention to implement the Security

Council resolution. Finally, however, on 9 May, on the eve of the Special

Representative's departure from ther area (see following paragraph), he

replied to the Special Representative's proposed invitation in the form

amended by Jordan in the following written statement:

"With reference to your indication to me today of your desire

to meet with a representative of the United Arab Republic in Hew York,

I wish to reaffirm the readiness of our Permanent Representative to the

United Nations in New York to meet with you to continue the contacts

which you have been conducting with the parties concerned in accordance

with Security Council resolution 2k2 (1967) of 22 November 1967 for

the implementation of that resolution.

"I have referred in the course of our previous meetings to the

importance of the setting of a timetable for the Implementation of

the resolution of the Security Council, and offered you several

alternatives towards that end, one of which, that you present a

timetable prepared by yourself for the implementation of the

resolution. These suggestions emanate from the United Arab Republic's

indication to you of its acceptance and readiness to implement the

above mentioned resolution.

"I wish to express anew our willingness to cooperate with you in
your capacity as Special Representative of the Secretary-General in
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the discharge of your tasks as defined in the Council's resolution

of the 22nd of November 1967."

The United Arab Republic Foreign Minister repeated that the United Arab

Republic was ready to implement the resolution as a whole and as a

"package deal". It insisted, however, that Israel should do likewise,

including complete withdrawal.

19. Ambassador Jarring was faced with a position where there was now

agreement, thoughfjsgxjkaafejfc with considerable differences of interpretation,

on the first two paragraphs of his proposed invitation, but where there was

disagreement on the third paragraph containing the actual invitation.

Further journeying backwards and forwards between the various capitals was

unlikely to be productive. In consultations with me, he considered issuing

a formal invitation along the lines of his proposal, but with the venue at

New York, but it was felt that a forced acceptance obtained by such an

invitation would not be helpful. Instead it was decided that the talks

in New York should begin without a formal invitation by the Special

Representative or a letter from the Special Representative to the

Secretary-General but on the basis of a short statement to the press

in which it would be announced that the Special Representative was arriving

in New York for consultations in continuation of his mission.

20. During his stay in the area, the Special Representative visited

Beirut on three occasions. The Lebanese Government expressed its full

support for a solution according to Security Council resolution 2̂ 2 (1967).

Lebanon, however, had no territory under occupation and therefore did not
involvement

have the same detailed /xRfe&xssfe in the settlement as the United Arab

/&.t̂ ~

Republic and Jordan. The Special Representative did not visit Syria,

whose Government, as noted above, had not accepted the Security Council

resolution.

21. Ambassador Jarring left the area on 10 May 1968 and arrived at

Headquarters on 15 May 1968.

22. In the five weeks following his arrival at New York, Ambassador

3 Jarring pursued actively his contacts with the permanent representatives

of the parties at both a formal and informal level. Unfortunately these
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contacts did not serve in any way to break the deadlock between the

parties concerning the interpretation of the Security Council resolution

and the manner in which it should be implemented. In that regard, the

Permanent Representative of Israel had stated in the Security Council on

1 May 1968:

"In declarations and statements made publicly and to Mr. Jarring,

S/f I/- lfr̂ t my Government has indicated its acceptance of the Security Council

(ff . (p'Z- ̂ 0 resolution for the promotion of agreement on the establishment of a

0J Ĉ JL̂ -Jh just and durable peace. I am also authorized to reaffirm that we are

'-2coCT' willing to seek agreement with each Arab State on all the matters

included in that resolution."

This statement was not regarded as acceptable by the Arab representatives as

it did not contain a clear statement of intention to Implement the

provisions of the resolution.

23. Returning to New York on 22 July after a short stay in Europe during

which he had met in various capitals the Foreign Ministers of the United

Arab Republic, Israel and Jordan, Ambassador Jarring decided, with my

approval, to return to the Middle East and resume his direct contacts

with the parties. This second round of discussions, which began on

16 August 1968, took the form of an exchange of questions and of comments

between the parties through the Special Representative. Some progress

in the clarification of the respective positions of the parties had been

made when the opening of the twenty-third session of the General Assembly

caused the venue of the discussions to be transferred to New York, where

. - they could be carried out with greater convenience. With the arrival of the

foreign ministers of the parties for the session toward the end of

T September, Ambassador Jarring began a series of frequent meetings with

Q kŝ  -D them individually, which were at first mainly of an informal nature but

(/ which, following the delivery by the foreign ministers of their speeches

in the general debate, assumed a more formal character and concluded with

written communications from the Foreign Ministers of Israel and of the

United Arab Republic restating the positions of their respective Governments.
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Those written statements were in amplification of the positions of the

parties as publicly stated in the General Assembly and made clear the

essential differences between them. On the one hand, Israel regarded

the Security Council resolution as a statement of principles in the light

of which the parties should negotiate peace and, on the other hand, the

United Arab Republic considered that the resolution provided a plan for

settlement of the Middle East dispute to be implemented by the parties

according to modalities to be established by the Special Representative.

It was also abundantly clear that there was a crucial difference of

opinion over the meaning to be attached to the withdrawal provisions of

the Security Council resolution, which according to the Arab States applied

to all territories occupied since 5 June 1967 and according to Israel applied

only to the extent required when agreement had been reached between the

parties on secure and recognized borders between them.

2U. Discouraging though the prospects seemed, Ambassador Jarring decided

to carry out another brief round of discussions in the Middle East. As

he explained in a letter to me, dated 26 November 1968, he had in mind

^ inviting the parties to a new round of discussions in the middle of

/
January 1969 in order to give them time for reflection and for careful

T/
consideration of their respective positions.-'

II. ACTIVITIES OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FROM
27 NOVEMBER 1968 TO JUNE 1970

25. Ambassador Jarring departed from Headquarters on 27 November 1968

and met with representatives of Israel in Nicosia on 2 and 5 December,

of the United Arab Republic in Cairo on k December and of Jordan in Amman

on 7 December. Unfortunately, these meetings did not reveal a change of

position in the attitude of the parties that would have made it expedient

for Ambassador Jarring to convene a meeting of the parties in the middle

of January 1969, as envisaged in his letter of 26 November 1968.

26. After resuming for a time his duties as Ambassador of Sweden to the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Ambassador Jarring returned to

I/ For the texts of the letter from Ambassador Jarring and the reply
by the Secretary-General, see S/8309/Add.4.
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Headquarters on 29 January 1969. He there undertook a series of personal

contacts with the permanent representatives of the parties and the

representatives of other Member States.

27. At that stage, Ambassador Jarring concluded, with my concurrence, that

the best contribution which he could make to breaking the existing deadlock

was to make a further tour of the Middle East in which he would submit

formally to the parties a series of questions designed to elicit their

attitude towards Security Council resolution 2̂ 2 (1967). He accordingly

left New York on 21 February 1969 for the Middle East. At meetings with

the Foreign Ministers of the United Arab Republic on 5 March, of Jordan

on 8 March, of Israel on 9 March and of Lebanon on Ik March, he submitted

the questions which he had previously prepared. The replies of the parties

were received by Ambassador Jarring as follows:

Israel: handed to Ambassador Jarring in Jerusalem by the Minister

for Foreign Affairs on 2 April 1969.

Jordan: received by Ambassador Jarring in Nicosia on 2k March 19&9-

Lebanon: received by Ambassador Jarring in Moscow on 21 April 1969*

United Arab Republic: handed to Ambassador Jarring in Cairo by the

Minister for Foreign Affairs of the United Arab Republic on 27 March 1969.

These replies are reproduced in annex I.

28. It had been the hope of Ambassador Jarring, in submitting his questions,

that the replies might show certain encouraging features which might make it

possible to invite the parties for a series of meetings between them and him

at some mutually convenient place. Unfortunately, the replies were in general

a repetition of attitudes already expressed to Ambassador Jarring on numerous

occasions from the beginning of his mission. They showed continued serious

divergencies between the Arab States and Israel both as regards the

interpretation to be given to the Security Council resolution and as to the

procedures for putting its provisions into effect,

29. Ambassador Jarring was regretfully forces to conclude, with my agreement,

that the conditions for convening a useful series of meetings at that time

did not exist and that there was no further move which he could usefully make

at that stage. He therefore returned on 5 April 1969 to Moscow, where he

resumed his duties as Ambassador of Sweden to the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics.
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30, Ambassador Jarring continued to keep in close touch with me and

with representatives of the parties and of other interested States.

31. Ambassador Jarring returned to Headquarters from 12 September to

8 October 1969 and from 10 to 26 March 1970, but found no new elements

which would permit him to organize active discussions with the parties.

On each occasion he returned to his post in Moscow.



III. THE ATTEMPT TO HOLD DISCUSSIONS UNDER THE SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE'S AUSPICES (JUNE 1970-4 JANUARY 1971)

32. In June 1970, the Government of the United States of America

proposed to the Governments of Israel, Jordan and the United Arab

Republic that they should each advise Ambassador Jarring as follows:

(A) that having accepted and indicated their willingness to carry out

resolution 2̂ 2 in all its parts, they will designate representatives to

discussions to be held under his auspices, according to such procedure and

at such places and times as he may recommend, taking into account as

S>/ ̂ ^ O (̂  appropriate each side's preference as to method of procedure and previous

experience between the parties.

(B) that the purpose of the aforementioned discussions is to reach

agreement on the establishment of a .just and lasting peace between them

based on (l) mutual acknowledgement by the United Arab Republic, Jordan

and Israel of each other's sovereignty, territorial integrity and political

independence, and (2) Israeli withdrawal from territories occupied in the

1967 conflict, both in accordance with resolution 2̂ 2.

(C) that, to facilitate his task of promoting agreement as set forth

in resolution 2̂ 2, the parties will strictly observe, effective July 1

at least until October 1, the ceasefire resolutions of the Security Council.

33• Having been informed by the United States Government that the States

concerned had accepted its peace initiative, I invited Ambassador Jarring

to return immediately to Headquarters, where he arrived on 2 August. I

informed the Security Council in a note dated 7 August (S/9902) that

Ambassador Jarring had received confirmation from the permanent

representatives of those States of their acceptance and that he had

addressed to me a letter in the terms described above. I was informed

by the United States Representative that his Government had received

the acceptance of the Governments of the United Arab Republic and Israel

to a standstill cease-fire for a period of ninety days from 2200 GMT on

the same day. Ambassador Jarring and I had previously been informed by

Secretary of State Rogers that his Government wished to take responsibility

for organizing the standstill cease-fire.

A-
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31)-. Ambassador Jarring at once entered into contact with the parties
and, after considering their views on the time and place of the discussions,
on 21 August 1°TO addressed to them invitations to take part in discussions
opening at New York on 25 August 1970. He met on the appointed day with
representatives of each of the parties. However Ambassador Tekoah, who

had been designated by Israel as its representative for the initial phase
of the talks, then stated that he had been instructed by his Government to

return to Israel for consultations. On his return on 8 September, he

communicated to Ambassador Jarring the following decision of his Government:

"Israel's acceptance of the United States peace initiative

according to its decision of August Uth, 1970, and the appointment

of a representative to the talks under the auspices of Ambassador

Jarring are still in effect.
"The Government of Egypt has gravely violated the ceasefire-

standstill agreement, and this violation is continuing without letup.
"The strictest observance of the ceasefire-standstill agreement

is one of the central elements of the American peace initiative and

of the talks under the auspices of Ambassador Jarring. Therefore,

so long as the ceasefire-standstill agreement is not observed in its

entirety, and the original situation restored, Israel will not be able

to participate in these talks.

"Ambassador Tekoah, who is returning to his post as head of the

permanent delegation of Israel at the United Nations, has been

authorized to bring this decision of the Government of Israel to
the attention of Ambassador Jarring."

The Special Representative thus found himself precluded for the time being
from holding formal meetings with the Israeli representativeŝ  and his talks

with the representatives of the Arab States, though they continued, tntsmnne
»Y^arTr»t»'1(i xygpipitKttHfcatk'tvgyiggM^S- could not be productive

lack of contact^ witH
because of the \4ffllHPf MHl"«y the Israeli representative. After a brief visit

to Moscow from 6 to lU October to attend to his affairs as Ambassador of

Sweden there, the Special Representative returned to New York and had a

A-
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wide range of contacts with representatives of the parties and of other

Member States during the commemorative session of the General Assembly

and the debate on the Middle East, which followed that session.

35. Immediately following the adoption of General Assembly resolution

2628 (XXV), Ambassador Jarring entered into contact with the

representatives of the parties in order to invite them to re-enter into

talks under his auspices for the purpose of reaching agreement on the

establishment of a just and lasting peace. The representatives of

Jordan and the United Arab Republic informed him that their Governments

continued to be willing to do so; the representative of Israel stated

that the matter was already under consideration in the Israeli Cabinet.

36. On 19 November and pending a decision by the Israeli Cabinet,

Ambassador Jarring returned to Moscow. On the eve of his departure, he

addressed a letter to the Israeli Minister for Foreign Affairs, in which

he formally invited the Israeli Government to resume its participation in

the discussions, as well as letters to the Permanent Representatives of

Jordan and the United Arab Republic, in which he took note of the position

of their Governments. These letters, together with replies from the

Permanent Representative of the United Arab Republic and the Israeli

Foreign Minister, are reproduced in annex II.

37« On 30 December, Ambassador Jarring received in Moscow a message

from the Foreign Minister of Israel in which the latter informed him

of the readiness of the Government of Israel to resume its participation

in the talks. The message is also reproduced in annex II.



Insert the following on page 15 at the end:

31. a On - C-̂ -̂̂  1969, the Permanent Representatives of France,

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of America began a

series of meetings on the Middle East question, which have continued at

various intervals up to the present time. After each such meeting, the

Chairman reported to me on the substance of the discussions and I kept

Ambassador Jarring informed.
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REFERENCE: 26 November 1971

V
Dear Secretary-General,

By the time you receive this note, I hope it will have
been found that the ulcer has disappeared and that you may
return home.

Attached you will find a draft which I believe incorporates
your ideas as expressed to me.

This morning Kyprianou phoned me in great agitation to
tell me that he had just received a telephone call from the
Archbishop who said that he was confused. It appears that
Osorio-Tafall had just told him that your report will contain
no more than the proposal that you sent to the Governments
lately, in the hope that the Security Council would instruct
the parties to accept it. This upsets them greatly. Firstly
they do not believe that this was really your proposal (except
in part), and secondly they do not intend to accept any such
instruction by the Security Council.

Yours very eJincerely,

P.S» Enclosed you will find, for your signature, a circular
note relating to the exchange of letters between the United
Nations and the Council of Europe



2k November 1971

This is the last report which I shall submit to the Security

Council, as Secretary-General, on the question of Cyprus. It

will be one of my lasting regrets that I cannot report, in accordance

with the Security Council's resolution 186 (196U) of k March 196k,

that there ha.s been found "a peaceful solution and an agreed settlement

of the problem confronting Cyprus, in accordance with the Charter of

the United Nations, having in mind the well-being of the people of

Cyprus as a whole and the preservation of international peace and

security."

I remember well the hopes and expectations engendered by the

adoption of the Council resolution o€ k March 1964. It provided

both for a United Nations Peacekeeping Force, and for mediation.

The Force, intended to be of only the most temporary nature - indeed

three months - was "to use its best efforts to prevent a recurrence

of fighting and, as necessary, to contribute to the maintenance

and restoration of law and order and a return to normal conditions."

The mediator, in the meantime, was to "use his best endeavours with

the representatives of the communities" and with the Governments

concerned to achieve "the peaceful solution and agreed settlement"

to which I have already referred.

Where do we find ourselves now? More than seven years later,

I have to come once more before the Security Council, in fact for

the twentieth time, to recommend a further extension of the mandate

of the United Nations Force in Cyprus. This is in relation to a

problem, which while difficult and intractable, should not, given

the necessary good-will, be incapable of solution.
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In the years which have intervened since 1964, all efforts

at finding a lasting political solution have failed. Not only

did the mediation called for by the Security Council meet with

no success - as the mediator's proposals were unacceptable to one

of the parties concerned - but it also proved impossible to resume

the mediation in full. Moreover, the most recent efforts, through

intercommunal talks, find themselves in deadlock.

After all the efforts which have been made, over so many

years, it is legitimate to ask why the Cyprus problem has not

yet been resolved. Why has it proved impossible - having in mind

the wellbeing of the people of Cyprus as a whole and the preservation

of international peace and security - to promote a peaceful

solution and an agreed settlement of the problem confronting

Cyprus? There seem to be a number of reasons, not always easy

for the impartial observer to comprehend; reasons which have led,

as I have previously remarked, to the development QJ.' an atmosphere

of suspicion and hesitation on Cyprus itself and which makes the

stands of the parties more obdurate. Whatever the reasons for this

situation, it cannot continue indefinitely at the expense of the

people of Cyprus and as a lingering threat to international peace

and security.

As I stressed in my report of May of this year to the Security

Council, it is neither possible nor wise to postpone for very much

longer a comprehensive review of the problem (S/10199, para. 87).

For that purpose, it is my considered opinion that the Security

Council should appoint a small committee of its members to review
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the situation on Cyprus itself, so that the Council may have first-

hand knowledge of the situation and make a further substantive

effort to find a just and proper solution in accordance with the

objectives laid down in the Council's resolution of U March 196U.

In my view, if the objectives of the resolution of k March

1964 are to be achieved, and a lasting and just solution found to

the problem of Cyprus, certain basic aims must be pursued.

The independence, sovereignty and equality of the unitary

State of Cyprus should be secured. To this end, there should be

envisaged the complete withdrawal of all non-Cypriot armed forces

other than those of the United Nations. Furthermore, guarantees

of the independence and sovereignty of Cyprus by individual Powers

should be replaced by an international guarantee, through the Security

Council.

There should be no discrimination on account of religion

or ethnic origin on Cyprus. All citizens should enjoy full

equality before the law. The Turkish community should have

complete autonomy in all matters of religion, education and culture,

as well as all other appropriate and necessary rights which are

consistent with the unitary character of the State. These questions

should be resolved by agreement between the two sides on Cyprus

and provision should be made for appropriate judicial procedures,

including appeal to the European Court of Human Eights.

The respective rights of the Turkish community should, for

as long as proves practically necessary, be subject to international

supervision. For this purpose, on the authority of the Security

Council, the Secretary-Oeneral should designate a Special Representative
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to be stationed in Cyprus, with a mandate and in accordance with

procedures agreed to by the Security Council, This Special

Representative, assisted by a small team of observers, would

closely follow the implementation of the rights of the Turkish

community. Ee would periodically report to the Secretary-General

who, in turn, would report to the Security Council as appropriate.

The aims mentioned above will necessarily require elaboration,

and will have to be implemented as an integrated whole. To this

end, the Committee of the Security Council which I have suggested

above may be of great assistance. Should the points I have

proposed prove to be of any help in resolving the problem of

Cyprus, in accordance with the objectives of the Security Council

resolution of k March 1964, some of the profound regrets that I

feel on leaving office with this issue as yet unresolved may

eventually be tempered by the feeling that my endeavours have not

been entirely without purpose, '—~



V
DRAFT 29 November 1971

Observations

The period under review has been marked by a deterioration of the general

situation in Cyprus. Tension between the two communities of the Island has

noticeably increased and there have been a number of intercommunal incidents,

some of them serious.

However, thanks largely to the presence of UNFICYP and its constant efforts

to minimize incidents and defuse tense situations whenever they occur, a relative,

though superficial, calm has been maintained. The task of UMFICYP has become

increasingly difficult. It has been able to achieve only limited progress in

the normalization of conditions in the Island and none at all in the important

fields of freedom of movement and deconfrontation.

Despite UHFICYP's efforts the Turkish Cypriot leadership has continued

to deny freedom of movement in the area it controls to unarmed Greek Cypriot

civilians. While the leadership ascribes its negative attitude to security

reasons, the fact remains that 82 per cent of the population of Cyprus are

deprived of their basic right to travel freely on the public roads of the

Island.

Nor has UHFICYP been able to achieve any progress with regard to decon-

frontation. The persistent confrontation between the Cyprus National Guard and

the Turkish Cypriot fighters has become more dangerous with the passage of time,

as the two opposing forces have continued to improve their military efficiency

and capability. An additional disturbing factor is that this increase in

military efficiency and capability has led to a periodic tendency on the par£-of one

side or the other to attempt to alter to its advantage the very delicate balance of

military and police dispositions and patterns of activity along the Green Line

and in other sensitive areas. In each such case UNFICYP has endeavoured to
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maintain the status quo or when possible to make new arrangements in agreement

with "both sides. In this connexion, while the Cyprus Government has continued

to co-operate with UHFICYP in most cases, the Turkish Cypriot leadership has been

reluctant to extend to UNFICYP the same «n«nn»» measure of co-operation as in the

past. I wish to emphasize once again that UHFICYP can fulfil its responsibilities

only if it has the co-operation of both sides* It is to be hoped that such co-

operation will be extended to it in the future.

There can be little doubt that much of the present climate of uneasiness

is due to the uncertainties regarding the search for a solution of the Cyprus

problem. As the intercommunal talks have gradually reached a deadlock, the

hopes of three years ago have given way to frustration and tension. This

tension has been recently deepened by rumours of the presence of General Grivas

in the Island and a related recrudescence of the pro-enosis campaign among some

sections of the Greek Cypriot population. As the prospect of an agreed solution

has appeared to wane, the danger of a recurrence of violence has increased.

I remain convinced that the best way of achieving a solution to the Cyprus

problem is through a negotiated agreement between the two communities. On the other

hand, I have come to the conclusion that the intercommunal talks in their present

form have reached an impasse which cannot be overcome without some new impetus

being given to them. Two considerations have led me to believe that it is

possible to reactivate these talks. First, all the parties have agreed that the

intercommunal talks should continue in modified form with a view to promoting
4

the search for a solution to the outstanding problems, and secondly the discussions

between the Governments of Greece and Turkey have recently led to joint efforts by

them aimed at reactivating the intercommunal talks.
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I have described above (see paras. ) my efforts, in consultation with

the Foreign Ministers of Cyprus, Greece and Turkey - and later with the representa-

tives to the intercommunal talks - to give these talks a new form which might

serve to reactivate them and to facilitate progress. With this in mind I made

a suggestion wifch, though it did not wholly please any of the parties, was

calculated to take their various preoccupations enough into account as to "be

acceptable to all. Initially, my suggestion was fully accepted by one of the

parties, accepted only in part by another, and accepted with modifications by

a thirff, Discussions on this matter are proceeding. I still feel that my

suggestion has merit, and I would hope that after further consideration by and

discussion with the parties concerned, it might yet prove acceptable as a new

starting point for the intercommunal talks. If such an outcome is achieved, I

shall, of course, inform the Security Council immediately.

In my last report to the Security Council I stated that "what is lacking, and

needs to be restored, is the parties1 mutual confidence in each others' good

faith and ultimate political objectives" (S/10199, para. 82). Since that time

we have seen one step forward in the field of mutual confidence, as evidenced

by the joint efforts of Greece and Turkey to remove some of the obstacles to a

peaceful and just settlement of the Cyprus problem. As I indicated in the

Introduction to my Annual Report to the General Assembly in September 1971

(A/Ŝ Ol/Add.l), the "basis of such a settlement may "betound in the concept of

an independent, sovereign and unitary state in which the tvo communities participate.

It is no secret that two fears especially dominate the 6yprus problem - on the

Greek Cypriot side the fear of partition and on the TurMsh Cypriot side the fear

of enosis. I know that both these concepts have historical standing and that it is

difficult for some of the parties concerned to disown them. The truth is, however,
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that if the apprehensions aroused "by these tvo ideas could be laid to rest, a

large cloud would cease to hang over all efforts to reach a settlement. It seems

to me that if the Security Council vere able in some way to assist the parties in

dispelling the difficulties created by these two ideas and, in doing so, to

reaffirm its own determination to ensure that a just settlement was reached in

Cyprus within the principles of the Charter and the spirit and letter of its

resolutions on the subject, a great improvement in the atmosphere of the talks

and in the relations between the parties might result.

As the search for a solution of the Cyprus problem continues, it is essential

that every effort be made to maintain quiet in the Island. In view of the present

tension in Cyprus I have no alternative but to recommend an extension of the mandate

of UNFICYP for a further period of K±E six months until 15 June 1972. £~The lovern-

ment of Cyprus and the Governments of Greece and Turkey have conveyed to me their

agreement with this recommendation._/"

In making this recommendation I must refer once again to the financial

problem fading UNFICYP. I have become increasingly concerned because collective

action has not yet resulted in the working out of sound and effective arrange-

ments for the adequate financing of the Force. This concern is shared both by

the Governments contributing troops to UHFICYP and by others who have supported

it financially. The deficit, even after taking full account of contributions

which are eventually expected to be paid, has reached the substantial sum̂ 1 of

$16.If million. As a result, the United Nations is not able to pay the amounts

it owes to Governments which have in good faith furnished supplies and other
kX e-J7rv>̂ _f. c—-v U>vX£ i-f-v-̂ -C. C>*f p <Tl̂ --ŵ >-£̂ 4-e> r

outlays (on anything approaching the current basis.) This situation obviously

must not continue. In this connexion, I understand that certain interested

Governments are informally working together on methods to ensure the required

financing on a more (current;) basis. I sincerely appreciate the efforts being
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made and hope that they will prove to be successful.

In the past I have repeatedly voiced my misgivings about the present method

of financing by voluntary contributions. I feel strongly that the maintenance of

international peace and security is a collective responsibility of the United

Nations which must be shared by all its Members. In the case of UNFICYP the

financial burden has been borne by a limited number of Governments, including some

States not members of the organization. Many Members of the United Nations, on

the other hand, including some of those who have special responsiblties with

regard to the United Nations action in Cyprus, have not contributed to UNFICYP

or have omitted to do so for a long period of time. The present system of financing

results in obvious inequities which seem difficult to reconcile with the spirit of

the Charter. Compared with the almost certain consequences of a recurrence of

fighting in Cyprus, the cost of maintaining UNFICYP is relatively small. In

view of the important task entrusted to UNFICYP by the Security Council and the

results it has achieved, it would seem appropriate that all Members of the

United Nations should give it the modest support it requires.

In para. 87 of my last report, I observed that the prospect of an apparently

indefinite commitment for the United Nations in Cyprus posed fundamental problems

in the organization in facing its responsibilities for the maintenance of inter-

national peace and security. I expressed the hope that members of the Security

Council would give this problem the most serious consideration in the coming

months and wouldgive thought especially to constructive alternatives to the

present arrangement. I have not put forward any suggestions on this score, as

at the present time the possibility of such alternatives would depend on the

outcome of the current efforts to reactivate the intercommunal talks and on the
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effect of such a development on the situation in the Island. This matter will

"be kept under review.

In concluding this report I wish to express my deep appreciation to the

Governments which have provided contingents and personnel for UHFICYP and to

those who have made voluntary contributions for the support of the operation.

I also wish to pay tribute to my Special Representative, to the Force Commander

and to all the officers and men of UMFICYP as well as its civilian staff. They

have continued to carry out with exemplary efficiency and devotion the important

task assigned to them by the Security Council.


